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ThB sireets of London are Ihreateniid u ilh Headly

V-1 rockets. You, as a member of Her Mdiustv's"

Royal Bomb Squad, musi disarm each one before ils

limed fuse dtJlonales. A variety of bombs with infinite

defusing combinations make for endless nail-biting

excitement.

A combination of logic, skill and a little luck is re-

quired in ihis highly-aci:laimed compuler masterpiece.

Cassette for Commodore 64^, $20
Disk for Commodore 64', $2S

Playing lime: 20 minutes to 3 hours;

Intermediate complexily level

The beat of barbarian war drums echoes through

the valleys of Gaul; the crack legions of Imperial Rome
are on the move. Oulnumbered two-to-one by mulUtudes

of heathen infantry and cavalry, you, as Caesar, must
select your terrain and tactics carefully or face an-

nihilation. Beautifully detailed scrolling map lets you

examine Ihe entire battlefield in this realtime game of

ancient warfare.

Cassette for .Atari' (16K|and Commodore 64'. S35

48K Disk for Apple' II. II ' Ik lie. S40

32K Disk Tor Atari' Home Computers. S40
64K Disk for Commodore 64, S40
Playing lime: 20 to 45 minutes; Intermediate complexity level

A World
of Games

microcomputer games
A Division of The AVALON HILL Gaine Company
4517 Harford Rood • Baltimore. Maryland 21214

These and many other fine Avalon Hill

Microcomputer Games are available

at leading computer game stores everyw^here . . .

or call Toll-free: 1 (800) 638-9292 for the name of a

store near you. Ask for Operator Wl.
rrademarks of ,^ppie Compuiers, Inc., V^ arnur CommuniiMlions.

GoDnnodare Buslnssa Machines and Intcmallonal Buslni'ss Maohin9G.

The encilp'^'^ Russian sleppe trembles again with

_UlB nimble of ini-ailing panzers, and this lime you are

command! Your units include platoons of Panthers
and PzKw Ill's with infantry support, all maneuver-
ing over an ever-changing battlefield map. Off-map
artillery support is also available lo help you combat
the hordes of Russian units,

Not just an arcade shoot'em up, Panzer-|agd

requires careful tactical planning and. above all. a

determination to win. Hi-res graphics and sound
effects.

Cassette for .<\lari' [32K) and Commodore 64", $25
48K Disk for Atari" Home Computers, S3D

64K Disk for Commodore 64'. S30

Playing lime: 1-4 hours; Intermediate complexity level

TxtialArmor Conwnsnd

The wooded plains of Germany are furrowed once

again by the steel monsters, the armored fighting

machines of WWII. In this realistic tactical w a rgame,

you chix)Se your force from a variety of WWII era

armor and infantry. Design your own scenario or

select one of those provided and pit vour German.
British. American or Russian forces against that of a

friend or play solilalre vs. your computer.

48K Apple' or Atari' Disk for S40
64K IBM-PC- or Commodore 64' Disk for S40
Playing lime; 20 minutes lo 1 tioiu-; Advanced complexity level



From out of our minds

Fasten your spacebelts and get ready for the amazing
COSMIC TUNNELS. Thirteen screens. Mind-shattering
graphics. Original hand-clapping, toe-tapping music.
Defend Sirref, travel through warp tunnels, blast photon
missile launchers, fight Space Turkeys, Dynobots,
Electric Lizards and the Monstrous Munchers!

For the Commodore 64, Atari and Apple 11+ & //e
Home Computers.*

Visa/Mastercard accepted. $2.00 shipping/handling H
(California residents add 6'/?% sales tax). B

DATAMOST '

The most out of our minds.'

m&
ACTUAL

GAME SCREEN

8943 Fullbright Avenue. Chatsworth. CA 91311-2750
(818)709-1202

Copy»ignt 1 984 DATAMOST. Inc.
Alt Rights Reserved

•Commodore 64 Is a trademark o(Commodor»BuiinM8 Machines. Inc. Atari isa tradamark of Atari. Inc. Apple II- 4 //« are Irademarks ol Apple Computer» Inc.
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GAZEHE

By Michael Kuriand

Sherlock Holmes investigates a

rash of "killer" computer games

THE HOTLINE
Call (212) 581-8267 for the latest

gaming news

INTERVIEW:

By Michael Brovffl

A comprehensive roundup of the

nation's best camps.
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Satire from Silicon Valley
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THE SECRET
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j

Three guys from Montana, and

how they developed a winning

strategy.

NEW GAMES FOR THE

IBM PCjr
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COMPUTER GAMES

LETTERS TO THE EDTTOR
FOUR YEAR GAME

For about four years I've been

searching for the way to find

Warren Robinette's secret mes-

sage in Atari '^Adventure game.

Can you print the solution in

your magazine?

Dan S. Cutter

It's too long and involved to

include here, but the full solu-

tion is explained in Tom
Illrshfeld'sbook. How to Master

Home Video Games, published

by Bantam.

WHAT'S THE SCOOP?
Why do you have a gossip col

umn and a hotline page?

They're basicaUy the same

thing.

Laura Thompson

In order to give you the most

up'to-the-second news, we
write our Hotline page at the

last possible minute and just

ty})e it out on the word proces-

sor in our office. The gossip col-

umn is put together a few weeks

earlier.

ARCADE PIRATES
In regard to your article about

video game pirates, what
should ] do if I spot one?

Danny Bollinger

If the arcade owner doesn 't

know one of his games is a

ripoff, he should be notified.

But ifhe is aware that his games

are fakes and continues to dis-

play them, it might not be a

good idea to tell him about it.

Call the game 's manufacturer.

Ail KtODING ASIDE
In your August/September

issue 1 read about Donkey Kong
Senior. At the bottom you said

Above, Space Ace, the

follow-up to Don Bluth's

historic Dragon's Lair. Laser

access time has been cut in

half. At right, Art Master on

the Vectrex system. It

allows you to draw and do

animation on the screen.

"Just kidding, guys!" Does that

mean you were just kidding?

JoeyBtiglia

Yes.

5EMAG TERCES
Hey, in your first three issues

you hid a secret game some-

where in the pages, But I didn't

see one in the February issue.

What went wrong?

Thomas Caison

Maybeyoujust haven 't found

it yet!

PICASSO'S VECTREX
I enjoyed your article Become

a Computer Picasso. But 1 don't

have a computer. Are there any

cartridges that let you draw on

the screen with a video game
system? I have a ColecoVision

andVCS.

John Fischer

The only one we are aware of

is Art Master, for Vectrex. It lets

you draw and animate figures.

THEUNKNOWNCOVER
What was that on the cover of

your last Issue?

Frederick Rawley

That was Space Age, Don

Bluth 's second laser game,

which followed the historic

Dragon's Lair.

MAKE UP rOUR MIND
1 purchased your magazine

because of the title and was

sorely disappointed. 1 expected

a magazine that dealt solely

with computer games and found

that most of your pages were

(levi)ted to video games and

coin-op games.

Steven A. Feathers

We feel that home video

games and arcade games are

computergamesjust as much as

games played only on com-

puters. A glance at any bestsell-

er list of computer games will

show games like Zaxxon and

Fro^er— which started out as

arcade games. To ignore these

games would be severely limit-

ing the scope of the magazine.

OUT OF BUSINESS
You might like to know that

the National Video Exchange

Company listed on pj^e 17 of

your February issue went out of

business and owes me $145 for a

bunch of my cartridges.

JeffSilva

FOR THE RECORD...
Penguin Software's Graphics

Magician, as stated in "Become

a Computer Picasso" in our

April issue, is not in the public

domain. The program is

copyrighted, and contains

copyrighted subroutines. You

can use them in your own games

by paying a one-time royalty fee

of $1 and crediting Penguin on

the package if the game is sold.

For licensing applications,

write Penguin Software, 840

Fourth Ave., Geneva, IL 60134.

Got a question? Got a gripe?

Just wai}t halfa million people

to see your name in print?

Punch your initials in here,

partner, and write: Letters to

the Editor, Computer Games.

888 7th Ave., New York, NY
10106.

6 COMPUTER GAMES



ADVENTURE
Our graphics put you there!

Thoughtful prose and stunningly detailed graphics by some of the best computer
artists bring hfe to the Penguin Software adventure series. Whether in the beautiful

detail of Transylvania, the expanse of The Quest, or the animation throughout The
Coveted Mirror, our graphics make you feel like you're there, experiencing the

adventure as you play.

The Penguin adventures are or will be available on disk for the Apple II series. Atari

home computers. Commodore 64. IBM PC, and Apple Macintosh. And since they're

from Penguin, price in 5V4" disk format is only $19.95 each. Other formats may be

higher. Graphics created with The Graphics Magician.

penguin software
the graphics people

830 Fourtli Avenue
Box 311 (312) 232-1984

Geneva, IL 60134

Apple and Macinlosh are iradcmarks of Apple Conpulcr I[ir. Atnri Is u Irndeninrk oF Atari. Inc. Comicodori! i^ a trailKmark or Ciiiiiinodcir« Business Machines. Inc. lElM

is a trademark oT IntematlDnsI SusJncsii Machines Corp,



"Exodus: Ultima III, with a superior plot to

match its superior gaming system, is a great

game ... it sets new standards for fantasy

gaming state of the arf."

I Softline, November/ December 1983

"Caverns of Callisto is a very challenging

and enjoyable arcade game. I hope Origi'

Systems can continue to provide proi'
'^'

of such quality." Core, December .'^
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FIRST WAVE

HOT GOSSIP
Atari has signed an agree-

ment with Nolan Bushnell to

licen.se products from Andro-

bot, his robot company...

Activision and Atari are team-

ing up to "use broadcast tech-

nology" to transmit software

electronically into our homes.

Coincidentally, that technology

is being developed by Bushnell's

Cataly.st Technology . . . Bro-

derbund's first games, Hyper

Head-On and Galaxy Wars,

had to be played sideways on

American TVs... 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Paramount and

MCA are all shooting extra

scenes for their new movies in

expectation of turning them

into laser games . . . Here comes

the all-text explosion! Info-

corn's success will soon spawn

anew industry. Epyx, Synapse

and Simon & Schuster are

about to release all-text games.

S & S has signed superstar sci-fi

writers Robert Heinlein, Poul

Anderson and Douglas
Adams to write their first

interactive games, Adam.s will

convert his Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy into an

adventure software series...

Meanwhile, Infocom to produce

all-text adventures for chil-

dren. The first will be Sea-

stalker, in which you captain a

mini-sub to rescue an underwa-

ter research lab. Infocom is also

bu.sy at work on games with

graphics and laser games...

Speaking of lasers, lock for a

laser attachment to the Atari

5200 within a year. ..DEC has

a computer called the Rainbow

that has no color graphics . .

.

Ken Uston's PozzleMania to be

released by Epyx . Uston is also

doing work for Screenplay.

Ken, now that you're one of the

manufacturers, can you still

write objectively about the

industry? , . . Bill Budge busily

at work on Robot Construc-

tion Set. .. Williams, who

Above, the screen oKosmic
Commuter^ a game
Adivision never released.

Af right, Nolan BushneH,

hack in the games business

and working witli Atari.

Below, Ken Uston 's Fun &
Games team, who are

working with Epyx and

Screenplay. That's Mrs.

Uston at left, next to Bob

"BhelAax"Form.

t k ^

r

i

kl^^ V^iPl
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.

"-^
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blessed us with Defender,
Robotron and Joust, has been

acquired by Bally.. Bank
Street Writer is outselling Bro-

derbund's games by more than

two to one . - . The name of the

vice-president of Sir-Tech is

Robert Sirotek , . . Synapse

now has a club that offers

advance info on new games, t-

shirts and posters, Write to Syn-

apse Elite Club, 5221 Central

Ave. #200, Richmond, CA
94804 ... Broderbund's smash

Lode Runner to be made into

an arcade game In a Japanese

company. . . In the Activision

design labs, they have a dead

Smurf hanging from the ceil-

ing. Steve (Space Shuttle)

Kitchen has suggested develop-

ing a game called Smurficide,

in which you shoot at Smurfs

an(i Strawberry Shortcakes.

Don't hold your breath for that

one... Epyx doesn't beat

around the bush. Their new

baseball game is called "The
World's Greatest Baseball

Game"... The soothing voice

on Synapse's Relax biofeed-

back device is that of company

president Ihor Wolosenko...

Warner Software has acquired

"a substantial interest" in

First Star Software , . . Before

Activision 's Decathlon was

released, security was so tight

that all employees were
required to refer to it as "Mas-
tadon." Neverlhele.ss, we just

got hold of a prototype cart

Activision never released,

titled Cosmic Commuter. It

looks a little like Megamania,
but faster and t)etter! , . .

Imagic's Rob Fulop now doing

work for Activision . . . Newest

Guinness Book of Records

includes arcade game records

for the first lime— as tabulated

by micr(tprocessor Messiah

Walter Day .. .Adventure
International to release at

least 12 graphic adventure

games based on Marvel comics

characters . . . Watch for a flood

of IBM PC lookalikes from

Taiwan... In South Africa,

the Red Cross is in a tizzy

because ofTime Pilot, It seems

there were complaints that

players score points by shooting

at parachuters bearing the Red

Cross symbol. They don't real-

ize that you get points for

touching the parachuters, not

shooting them. Of course, it

helps to hold down the old fire

button at the sanie lime. See

vou next time!



NEWPROmiCTS
THE MICROWAVE Of THE FUTURE

icroWriter—the perfect peripheral for computer gamers—

will work wonders for your high scores. That's because

it's a handheld word processor that holds up to five double-

spaced pages of text, and can be interfaced tn a printer or

cassette recorder. All letters and numbers are typed in by

pressing a combination of the five keys, and they're

displayed on a IB-charaoter LCD screen. Text-ediliiig

features such fis insert and delete are also provided

for, But how's it going to Increa.'ie your scores?

Simple—when anyone in the family asks you to

give up an ongoing game ofZaxxon or Jump

Man so they can do some word

processing on the computer, just hand

them the MicroWriter and keep

blasting away.

Z2KFORTHE
VIC 20

anyofthebestVIC-20

games— like Tbmple of

Apshai from Epyx—require an

expanded memory of at least

16K. The "Ramax" boosts a

VIC'S memory by a full 27K

bytes, for a total of 32K RAM.

It's compatible with all Super

Expander games and any other

VIC cartridge, and has two

built-in connectors for carts.

Gold-plated edges assure high

reliability, and the six-months

warranty on parts and labor

makes this an exceptional

bargain for $149. Apropos

Ttchnolog.v (805-482 -:)604)

also markets the "Ramax Jr."

for $129 . which will give your

V1C24KRAM,

COMPUTER GAMES



S 14.95

WOODEN WOMDBtt
y!>ur high scores will soar when you pop that Atari into a

"Stick Station." The instant freedom it delivers will

eliminate hand cramps and wrist fatigue—two of the most

common causes of the dreaded "low score syndrome." The
three-pound, solid poplar construction gives you the arcade-

like stability necessary for accurate firing, and it can be placed

on a table-top or rested in your lap. The "Stick

Station" is available from

Skywriter (502-S85-4714)

forS14.95.

GAMES APPLES PLAY

One of the best ways to learn programming

is to figure it out by yourself, with books

like (lames Apples Play, a collection of game
programs that you can key in and run on the

Apple. They make excellent examples of how
games and other programs work, so you can

learn a lot by studying them before typing the

listings into the computer, The :J8 game.s in this

270-page book include 38 adventures, action
,

arcade and word games. $14.95 from

Datanio.st.

DRIVE-IN DIAGMOSTKS

isk drives can drive you crazy, especially when they get

the least bit out of whack and refuse to load games or

other software. When your drive's cranky, you can boot

Datalife's "Disk Drive Analyzer," which performs four vital

tests on the machine's internal workings. It checks the

radial alignment (ff the drive's read/write head and checks

the disk .speed, tw(iof the most common problems. You can

also test the drive's clamping mechanism and ability to read

and write data to and from a disk. Each test features

entertaining graphics related to the function of the test, so

you're not just staring into a blank screen while waiting for

the results. It sells for $39,95.

THE ERGBOAUD HAS LANDED!
ext time the urge t« erg strikes, hook up the

"Ergboard" and have at it! It extends the

base of your Commodore 64 to give you something

solid to rest your hands on while typing or playing

games that require keyboard control or input.

Reference cards for BASIC and Wordpro 3 fit

under the acrylic surface, and you can write your

own cards for use with various software. For

Urt.d^, the Ergboard is available from lnfo-64,

FOB 958, Auburn. WA 98002. (Add S3 for

shipping.)



WHAT'Sm STOREFORYOU?
FUTIJRK RELEASES FROM THE TOP GAME COMPANIES

ACTIVISION

Fitfal! 11: Lost Caverns, Private

Eye (VCS). Zenji. Waq) Wai-s

(AT), Baloony Bin (64). River

Raid. Pilfall, Megamania, Key-

stone Kapers (AT, COL, IN).

Beamrider(IN).

ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL

The Hulk. Spiderman, Captain

America (AP, AT, (J4. TRS, PC,

Adam)

ATARI

Taz (VCS). The Legacy. Mario

Bros.. Donkey Ktmg Jr., Mil-

lipede. Choplifter, Light Pen.

Touch Tablet (AT).

ATARISOFT
.hiust, Battlezone, Pole Posi-

tion, Ms. Pac-Man. Moon
Patrol, Halaxian. Jungle Hunt

(AP, 64, VIC, PC, TI)

AVAION HILL

Computer Diplomacy (TRS,

PC).

BRODERBUND
Bankyt,Speller(AP, PC). Spare

Change (AT 64), Bank St. Wri-

ter, Operation Whirlwind,

Matchboxes (64). Lode Runner

(VIC. PC, 64). Skyblazer.

Seafox, Mastertype (VIC). Ser-

pentine (PC).

CREATIVE
I Am 64, In the Chips (64, PCjr).

Creative Writer, Creative Filer,

Creative Calc (PC, PCjr, 64).

Bumblebee (fi4, PC, PCjr). Cri-

sis Mountain (64). Pipes, Save

New York (PCjr).

DATAMOST
Cofimic Ttinnels, Mr. Robot aiul

his Robot Factor, Tail of Beta

Lyra (AT). Aztec, Swa-shbuck-

ler(64).

DATASOFT
Juno First, Gumby, Heathcliff

(AT, AP, 64. PCjr). Lost Tomb,

Kibbler, Bruce Lee (AT, AP,

PCjr). Sands of Egypt (AP).

DESIGNWARE
Spellakazam, Math Maze, Spel-

lagraph, TVap-a-zoid (PCjr),

EPYX
Puzzlemania(AP, 64). Robots of

Dawn, Fun with Words.

FIRST STAR
Boulder Da-sh (AT).

HES
Rootin"Ibotin'(AT).

HOME COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Pro Golf, Pro Football, Riddle of

the Redstone. Island Love,

Ala.skan Adventure (AP, (i4,

PCjr).

INFOCOM
The Sorcerer, Seastalker (All

computers). All titles now
available for TI and Kaypro.

IMAGIC
Demon Attack (PCjr).

PARKER BROTHERS
(lyruss, Stai's Wans the Arcade

Game, James Bond 007 (64,

VCS, 5200. AT, COL). Chess

(PC).

MUSE
Capture the Fuhrer.

PENGUIN
Expedition Amazon, Xyphus.

Ring Quest, Magic Paintbrush

(AP). The Quest (AT, 64, PC).

The Spy Strikes Back, Spy"''

Demise, The Coveted .Mirror,

MinitMan(AT, 64).

RESTON
Flyghts of Fancie (AT, 64, PC)

ROKLAN
Diamond Mines (64, AT).

SCARBOROUGH
Patternmaker (AP, 64, PCjr).

SEGA
star TVek 111 (AP, AT, 64, PC,

PCjr). Congo Bongo. Sur T^-ek,

Buck Rogers (AP, PCjr).

SIERRA ON-LINE
King's Quest (PC). Snokie (AT).

Championship Boxing (PC and

PCjr). The Prisoner (AP).

SIRiUS

Wavy Navy, Critical Mass (64),

Gorgon II, Type Attack (PC).

SPINNAKER
Jukebox (AP, AT, 64, P(').A!f in

the Color Caves (AT, 64).

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator II (64 . AT, AP).

Night Mission Pinbail (64, PC).

SYNAPSE
Dimension X, Enigma (AT).

Quasimodo, Rainbow Walker,

New York City (AT. 64). Mid-

night Patrol (PC). Slamball

(64), Za.\.\on. Necromancer,

Zeppelin, Picnic Paranoia, Sha-

mus Case II (64).

THORN EMI
Liberator (AP). Submarine
Commander (AP). Computer

War(Tl).

VCS^Atorl VCS, IN = Intelllvision,

5200 = Atori 5200, AT^Atari Home
computers, COL^ColecoVision, GEM-
= Co!eco Gemini, VlC^Commodore
VIC-20, 64 = Commodore 64,
AP = Apple n, TRS = Rodio Shock TRS-

aO, Tl = Texas Inirrumenis TI 99MA.
VEC = Vectre., IBM=IBM PC.
ODY = Odyssey'

HITGAMES& HIGHSCORES
COMPUTER GAMES

1. ZORKI(lnfocom)

2. Ultima in (Oh&n)

3. Lode Runner
(Broderbund)

4. FuGHT Simulatoru
(Sublogic)

5. PlTSTOP(Epyx)

6. Beach-head (Access)

7. SARGONn(Hayden)

8. BlueMax (Syn^)se)

9. legacy Of LLYGAMYN
(Sir-lhch)

HOME VIDEO GAMES

10. ARCHON (Electronic Arts) 10.
(turthanli«iciKi?I'lay(nrih?arradei;am°li<i, in Wakor Hay anr] Twin (

by lh» Billbiiaid Kesearrh l>eparlmrnt Hrd rpprinltd wjlfipcrmissiiin.

1 2 COMPUTER GAMES

Q*BERT(Paiii€r)

Ms. PAC-MAN (Atari)

POLE POSITION (Atari)

POPEYE (Parker)

RrVER Raid (Actlvislon)

Centipede (AtAri)

Kangaroo (Atari)

PITFALL! (Activision)

ENDURO (Activision)

MR.DO(Coleco)
iaiaupslrupmalinnal Smrphoard fur the high sriires, and

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ARCADE GAMES

Track & FIELD

(Centuri)

POLE Position (At^i)

DRAGON'S Lair

(Cinematronics)

M.A.C.H.lIl(My!star)

MS. PAC-MAN (At^)

Star Wars (Atari)

Birdie King ii (Momve)

GALAGA (Bally)

DISCS OF TRON (Bally)

Elevator ACTION

(Tkito)

in Billboard tor thp home vitleo (ames ILsi, whirh Ls ©I9H4 by Bilibuarfl Puhliiaiions, Inc. , pompllEd

HIGH SCORES

NIBBLER: 1,000,042,270

by Tim McVey

TRACK & FIELD: 89,970

by Mari( Sellers

M.A.C.H. m: 307,300

by Allan Pearson

GmUSS: 36,728,250

by Michael Bangs

Star Wars.- 70,207,984

by Brian Weissinger

Crystal Castles-. 857,689

by Eric Ginner

Ms. PAC'MAN: 699,290

by Chris Ayra
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THE
COMPUTER GMIES

GAZETTE

MORE BOUNCE TO THE OUNCE
Forget about Charles

Atlas. As the bouncer in

Bouncer^ a coin-op game
from Entertainment
Sciences, you get to beat up

on botJiersome barflies,

dribble them around, and

throw them out windows.

And if you get tired of oil

that, you can just knock

over things and hit on the

on-screen waitress.

With a trackball and

three fire buttons, you con-

trol the Bouncer, first in a

place called Hussong's Can-

tino and then in Gulley's,

Studio 64 and The Ritz,

where he wears a tuxedo.

The troublemakers-
named Soppy, Fatso ond

Romeo—are real pests,

bothering the customers,

Julie the waitress and a

bold bartender. There's

also something called The

Thing, which likes to trip-

not tip—the waitress.

Entertainment Sciences

claims that Bouncer uses a

million bytes of memory
(compared with the

64,000 of most arcade

gomes], and the screen

looks more like a cartoon

than computer graphics.

CALIFORNIAN PLAYS 19

HOURS OF CENTIPEDE
When you're as good as Perry Rodgers, after dropping a

quarter in the slot, you don't plan to do anything for the next

few days. Perry racked up 9,026,864 points at the arcade

Centipede recently. He called it quits at 4:15 in the morning,

after spending 19 hours at the screen.

Why did he do it? In order to win our "Win an Arcade Game"
contest In the August/September Computer Games. "It has been

a lifetime dream to own my own arcade game," Perry told us. It

all paid off—Perry was the wftiner.

AEEAL
M. AC. HO. GAME
If Steve Ritchie is a pretty good shot with Mylstar's jet-

pilot laserdisc gome, M.A.C.H. 3, it's easy to under-

stand. The company didn't pick him as spokesperson

because he's famous. They picked him because he knows

something about fighter jets. Ritchie, you see, is an ace.

During the Vietnam War, Ritchie became the first Air

Force pilot since the Korean Wor to shoot down five enemy

planes. After 339 missions and enough decorations for a

New Year's Eve party, Ritchie was commissioned to test-

pilot the new F-15 Eagle, the jet on whichAf.4.C.//. J is

partly based. Now he's making the rounds as on exhibi-

tion fighter-pilot, gunning down enemy choppers ond

dodging heat-seeking missiles across America.

Just goes to show—Work hard and moke sure you have

the right stuff, and maybe someday you can represent a

video game company.

USE THE FORCE, GEORGE
(ieorge Lucas may have

invented the Force, but that

doesn't mean he can score

200,000 at Star Wars. The

creator of Star Wars. The

Empire Strikes Back, and
Return of the Jed! was
recently presented with his

own Star Wars arcade game at

Lucasfilm's headquarters,

located in Marin County, Cali-

Tornia.

The man in the right of this

photo is not George's Obi-Wan

Kenobi. It's Atari vice-presi-

dent Don Osborne.

4 COMPUTER GAMES
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Video games speak the universal lan-

guage. As proof, there's Tempest. Some

models can, at the flip of an inside switch,

warn you to ovoid spikes in English, Span-

ish, French and German. Also, some Pac-

Man machines have been spotted floating

around with Inky, Blinky and the other

monsters all given Japanese names.

CLASSICAL

COMPUTER
Robb Murray likes to play

the keyboard, only his instru-

ment isn't a piano— it's a

Radifj Shacl< TRS-80. That's

not so unusual, since Radio

Shack and other companies

make computer-music pro-

grams. But Murray, who
works by day for a computer

software company in Chicago,

may be the first person to

compose classical music on his

computer and then put out a

record of his works.

Murray took eight of his

neo- Baroque compositions

and had them pressed as a 45-

rpm record. Called Classical

Mosquito! because the com-

puter-generated notes

sounded to Murray like a mos-

quito buzzing around the

room, the 12-minute record

has gotten good reviews from

computer and music maga-

zines. With such success from

his first recording, Robb may
wind up conducting the Bos-

ton Pops via modem.

Roll over, Beethoven. Now
it could be Mozart, Mendels-

sohn and Murray.

¥/oH your turn.

JAMMING
THE

MACHINE
It had to happen. First,

laserdisc games came along at

50« a pop. Now, rumor has It

that the first 3D- laser-holo-

graphies adventure game will

cost $21.75 to play. (For that

kind of money, you can be sure

that you'll get to do more than

hack up a handful of skeletons

and slay a wimpy dragon.)

Seen above, an off-camera

player has just jammed 87

quarters on an early version so

he can play the next game.

CENTIPEDE
CHAMPIONSHIP
The Insect Zoo in San

Francisco was the appro-

priate site of Atari's

recent U.S. Centipede

Video Gome Champion-

ship. There, 21-year-old

Doug Leighty of Carlisle,

Po., beat 14-year-old

John Hnat in the finals

with a score of 91,000

(5200 version). Score one

for the adults. After wip-

ing out more centipedes,

spiders and fleas than the

zoo'll ever have, Leighty

was whisked off to Ger-

many to compete for the

world title.

Insect Zoo? Makes you

wonder where they would

hold the Pengo cham-
pionship.



MURDER
GAMES

The singular adventure

of the glowing screens

A REMINISCENCE OF |OHN H.WATSON, M. D.

AS TOLD TO MICHAEL KURLAND

s I look through my notebooks for the opening months of

the year Eighty-Four, I am struck by the number of bizarre

and unusual cases that occupied my friend and companion

Sherlock ffolmes. Most of these problems, though unique of

themselves, shared one aspect with the great majority of

other coses thot ffolmes took on during these damp winter

months. They each took place on one or another of the

computers that ffolmes had scattered obout our sitting room.

Day after day ffolmes would sit cross-legged at the keyboard of his IBM

Personal Computer on the tea-table, or squat before the Atari 800 on the coai

scuttle, or peer intently into the glowing screen of the Apple affixed by a jack-

knife to the ornate montle above the fireplace, fie spurned food and drink on^

went without sleep until I quite despaired for his health.

Finally I decided that, as his friend ond physician, I must remonstrate with

him. "ffolmes," I said one morning, glaring at him from over my kippers,

"this cannot go on!"

"What's that?" Holmes looked up from the green glowing letters at which he

had been staring, and turned his face to me. "What did you say, Watson? I'm

sorry if I appear to have been ignoring you, but I have become quite absorbed by

these pretty little problems."

"I have noticed," I told him. "So absorbed that you have taken neither food

nor liquids for the post four days; and I don't believe you have slept of all. At

least, you are in the same position when I greet you in the morning as you were

when I left you in the evening-crouched before one or another of those infernal

machines!"

"Indeed, Watson," ffolmes agreed, springing to his feet and pacing back and

ILLl'STRATION BV KENN RICHARDS
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DEADLINE
This "locked room" mystery takes

place at a two-story bouse in

Connecticut, Before nailing the killer,

you have to prove that Mr. Robner

didn't commit suicide. And if you

don't watch your step, the murderer

will kill you, too.

forth along the narrow carpet. "But what

is food or sleep when the game is afoot!

"

"Game?" I asked, unable tu keep the

annoyance from my voice. "What game?

Your game is apprehending criminals,

which you cannot accomplish staring at a

computer screen in your sitting-room."

"Ah, but there you are mistaken, Wat-

son," Holmes said, coming over to the

table to pat me on the shoulder and snare

a sausage from the platter. "The ideal

reasoner could solve any problem without

ever rising from his easy -chair. And these

games, within easy reach of my easy-

chair, are ideal practice for that sort of

reasoning."

"Come, Holmes, what sort of gam&s are

you talking about?" I asked.

Holmes went back to the tea-table and

the IBM. "Mystery games designed to be

played on a computer," he said, caresfiing

the keyboard. Deadline or TTie Witness

on this one. And Murder by the Dozen

over there in the Apple. And Murder on

the Zinderneuf in the Atari. Some of

these mystery games are quite intriguing,

really. Although each is flawed in one

way or another for the perfect deductive

reasoner, they show amazing promis^.

Several of them provide a modicum of

intellectual stimulation. Come over here

//

M
friend Sheriodc

Holmes spumed
food and sleep

to play these

infernal computer

murder games."

and let me show you," His eyes gleamed

with excitement.

I decided to humor him. "What is

this?" 1 asked, going over and staring into

the computer screen. All I saw was
words.

"This is Deadline," Holmes explained.

"One of the better mysterie-s. Quite a

three-pipe problem, actually. You must

think of these game,s as providing alter-

nate worlds inside the computers, which

you can enter and interact with through

the keyboard. Or, in some cases"—he

made a face— "the Joy-stick."

"But there are no pictures! " I objected.

"Words are the medium of intercourse

for the human race," Holmes told me
didactically, "and word.s are the means of

expression of this mystery. Some of the

others do have pictures of varying degrees

of sophistication, and we shall get to

those in a minute. But consider—when
you read a novel, are you not pulled com-

pletely Into the story so that it seems to be

happening in your mind?"

"Yes, of course," I responded.

"So words alone have the power to

create universes within the human mind.

The intera*;tive abiiitie.s of the^e games

are not complete—some are better than

others—and a bad response on the game's

part can pull you out of the story and

make you aware that you are staring at a

computer screen. But as you play, using

the restrictive language of the game

becomes second nature, and you can truly

find yourself totally immersed " Holmes

I 8 COMPUTER GAMES
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GUEST OF HONOR UNDER

THE WITNESS
Los Angeles, 1938. Smailer

house, one-story. Murder

takes place before your eyes,

and you get to pack a rod.

Chandleresque prose. Tackle

Ibis one first—it ^s not as tougb

(but still not easy}.

tapped the screen inside which lay the

game he called Deadline.

"This is the R()bner house," he told me.

"Mr. Robner has been murdered,

although it looks like .suicide. I suspect

the son , but I have no proof as of yet. It all

hinges on the will. I have been following

the son about, and succeeded in catching

him entering a secret room. I'm sure that

the will is in a .safe in that room. But why
does the gardener keep moving the ladder

about? And what is the significance of the

phone call? I direct your attention to the

phone call."

I peered at the screen, I saw;

> Examine the south wall

I see nothing special about the south

wall

> Look under the table.

I see nothing but dust

> Go north

You can't go that way.

This all meant nothing to me, but I was

sure that my friend's superior intellect

had fathomed it fully. "Is there anything

else to which you would direct my atten-

tion?" I asked Holmes respectfully.

"lb the curious incident of the writing

on the pad."

" But Holmes, there is no writing on the

pad!"

f /

Indeed,
Vlfcitson/' Holmes
replied, "But
what is food or

sleep when the

computer gome
is afoot!"

"That, Watson, is the curious inci-

dent." He looked at me smugly. "But I

shall move from Deadline to one of the

other games. Here, in the Apple, we have

Murder by the Dozer} . Now this, although

intriguing In its way, is more of a tradi-

tional mystery game translated to the

new format of the computer. It comes
with a map, a clue book and a list of the

twelve possible crimes."

I walked over to the mantle with

Holmes, and together we peered into the

green screen. I saw a map of what
appeared to be a small town with each

building marked by a letter. "What does

one do in this one?" I inquired.

"One interviews suspects and searches

locations," Holmes explained. "However,

the method used and the information

gleaned are both highly circumscribed."

He tapped the keys a couple of times.

"Holmes," the computer screen told

him, " vou are at the Church of St. Peter."

YOUR CHOICES
1. 'felk to Father Brown.

2. Iklk to Millicent Pierce, organist.

3. Talk to Boris Weir, cemetery care-

taker.

4. Go through the cemetery.

:5. Examine the confessional booth.

6. Examine the pulpit.

"What now?" I asked.

"Now I think we shall interview Milli-

cent Pierce, who, we are led to believe,

plays the organ at St. Peter's." Holmes

stroked a few more keys.

A picture of a mouth appeared on the

19
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MURDER ON THE ZINDERNEUF
Here are eight of the possible viclims (and

killers) in Zinderneuf, by Electronic Arts.

This is the only joystick-controlled

murder game.

lower left, and some numbers were

printed across the bottom of the screen

.

"If these are the pictures," I said, "I'll

stick to my copy of the Strand Magazine.

What are the nunibefs?"

"These are our clews," Holmes told me.

"We have to look the numbers up in this

clew book." He held up a nngen)iinl-

covered pamphlet entitled "Clues."

"But Holmes," 1 objected, "why
doesn't the game ju.st print out the clews

instead of making one look them up in a

book?"

"Elementary, my dear Watson," said

Holmes. "If you look at the instruction

book, you will see that this, unlike Wit-

new or Deadline, is a competitive game

for up to four players. Each player is a

different detective. I, for example, am
'Holmes.' You, if you wished to compete,

could be 'Wolfe,' or 'Spade,' or even

nameless. Each of us follows our own

clews. If they were printed on the screen,

all the others could read them."

"But then you can't get into the story

the way you can in the other games,"

"IVue," Holmes acknowledged. "And

in Murder by the Dozen , an average game

would take about an hour, where in The

Witness or Deadline one can go on for

weeks. It is a different philosophy of

ti

Iake
over the game,
Wntson! I must
go investigate

murders that taice

place in the

real world!"

games-playing, each proper for its own

environment. Come over to the Atari and

I shall demonstrate still another mode of

play."

I leaned over Holmes as he squatted

before the coal-scuttle and manipulated

the joy-stick on his Atari 800. "Very

interesting. Holmes," I said. "This one

seem.s to be all cartooning of a rudimen-

tary nature"

"Actually quite sophisticated for a

small computer," Holmes informed me.

"And the sound effects add an additional

dimension. The game is called Afunyer on

the Zinderneuf. and the action takes

place on a luxury zeppelin crossing the

Atlantic in 1936. The play is rather primi-

tive; one must bump into a suspect in

order to question him, and the questions

are pre-arranged. And to search for clews

one maneuvers the detective figure about

the room until the game announces that

he has stumbled across something. It is all

a bit haphazard. This is not a game to

hone one's deductive skills, but is a

pleasant enough way lo while away a few

hours."

"And if one ha.s no computer?"

"Then investigate a videodisc mystery,

like Murder, Anyone? or Many Roads to

Murder."

Ju-st then there was a knock on the door

and Billy, our elderly page, hobbled in.

"Inspector Lestrade wishes to see you,

Mr. Holmes," he said, breathing very

hard.

Lestrade strode through the door, his

20 COMPUTER GAMES



wW Watson!

Snap out of

it, old man!
I've been gone
two days! Now
turn off that

bloody game!"

shiny black hair glcaminf* in the gasliRht.

I have often thought that he must use

bootblack on his hair to keep it so shiny,

but he denies this. "Holmes," he bel-

lowed, "I need you. There have been a

series of my.steriuus killings in the East

End, seven barristers, each found dead

with a roast goose stuffed Into his

mouth."

"Murder mo.st foul!" Holmes said,

springing to his feet. "But I have cases

here— well— if I must go. Watsun, i leave

the current problems in your capable

hands. I will give you a little exercise for

your deductive facilities." lie went over

the IBM and exchanged the flippy-flnppy,

or whatever they call the deuced thing,

for a different one.

"What is this. Holmes?" 1 a.sked him,

approaching the screen with. I admit, a

bit of trepidation

.

"I am starting up the text game Witness

for you. See how well you do."

"Actually, Holmes. I'djust as.siKin read

tlirimgh some of my old iiiedi('Hl maga-

zines—"

"Nonsense!" Holmes cried. "Give this

awhiri, old man. TVy it for an hour or so.

If you don't like it by then, feel free to

return to your stodg.v old medical books."

Picking up hi.s hat and stick. Holmes

nodded to me before following Lestrade

down the stairs.

I looked down at the screen in front of

me. "Somewhere in Los Angeles," it said.

"A cold Friday evening in February

1938."

1 sat in front of the screen and read the

text. It seemed to be a Sam Spade, or

perhaps Philip Marlowe, sort of story-

Eryoyable to read, perhaps, but as a

MURDER BY THE DOZEN
There are 12 crimes to be solved in this game by CBS

Software, four detedives con play at the same time.

MASQUERADE
Phoenix Software has the only adventure game murder

mystery with graphics. Above, the scene of the crime.

game? I doubted that it would hold my
interest.

A taxi ha^ just let me off at the drive-

way to the Linder property. My favorite

pistol, a snub-nosed Colt .:32, is snug in

its holster. Why, the screen wants to

know, does an ominous feeling grip me?

Why indeed? Well, I'll go along with it a

bit longer. I go up to the front door and

ring the doorbell. The butler, a chap

named Phong, lets me in. Mr. Linder

meets me and takes me into his office.

Suddenly a sh(tt rings out, and I am killed.

Me? Now wait a minute, Let's try this

over again. 1 start tiie game over. Just to

see what it's like a little deeper into the

game. I mean, getting killed in the first

five minutes; Holmes would never

approve. Ah, that's better. Now I'm get-

ting the hang of it. Hmm. This Phong is

an interesting character. Better find out

more about him. And binder's daughter;

what has she to do with the myst«rj'? I'll

just-

"Watson! Watson! Come on, snap out

of it. man!"

"What's that?" 1 looked up. "Holmes?

Back already?"

"I've been gone two days, Watson."

"Really?" I said. "How interesting. It

hardly seems—" 1 shook my head. "Two
days?"

"Indeed." Holmes chuckled. "So you

find the game intriguing after all, eh?

"Well, I mean, I'd read all the maga-

zines—"

"Of course, old friend," Holmes said.

"Of course you had."

Michael Kurland is the author of several

mystery novels, including Death by

Gaslight and The Infernal Machine.
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NEW YORK... LONDON. ..PARIS... BOCA RATON

Let's get the sad news out of the way f i rs t - -MATTEL has pulled out of the

electronics business. All we have now are memories of great sports games and
GEORGE PLIMPTON. And another bold but flawed video game system, VECTREX, is no

longer being ma n u fac tured ... Remember the big ATARI-GEORGE LUCAS agreement a

while back? The first game is finally on the way, and it will be a "futuristic
BASEBALL game" for Atari computers. The home version of the arcade game STAR
WARS, by the way, will be released by PARKER BROTHERS, not Atari. And who will
design it? IMAG.IC!

CREATIVE SOFTWARE to introduce a full line of software for IBM PC and
PCjr. ..There hasn't been a new video game system introduced since COLECOVI S ION

,

but NINTENDO is about to release one--the VS. SYSTEM. It comes with DUAL
MONITORS and the first two games are Tennis and Baseball. Nintendo has also
hired Heavyweight Champion LARRY HOLMES to promote their new arcade game,
PUNCH-OUT. . .Look for a WAR OF THE WORLDS game from England In the near
future... Everybody's favorite computer shoot- 'era-up--CHOPLIFTER--is coming soon
for ColecoVision, Adam, and the Atari VCS.

First Star's BOULDER DASH may be the first game to have a playable
INTERMISSION. . .Datasoft has licensed the rights to MR. BILL and GUHBY . . . D I SNEY
and PARAMOUNT are busily at work designing laser games for the RCA SJT-400
player. ..TIM COLLUM has been named "Video Game Player of the Year" by the Twin
Galaxies International Scoreboard... TRACK & FIELD is coming home. The hit
arcade game has been licensed by ATARI. Incidentally, in Japan the game is
called "Hyper lymp ic " . . . AM IG A to release a series of VCS carts that contain as
many as SEVEN previously released games. The first games will be Imagic games
like DEMON ATTACK and Atlantis. The Amiga cartridges hold up to 32K of ROM.
Amiga's new "Lorraine" computer will be out soon, and the word is that
ACTIVISION will be making the first games for it...

cECjice your own aaven<:ure gainer. iiu pEugraniining x s necessary. ii;

available for Commodore 64 and Atari compu ters . . . Keep an eye out fo
BEATLES, a trivia quiz game froni Interactive Software for certified
BeatleMariacs. It's for Atari computers.-.The head of SUNRISE {'Cam
Software is ED SALVO, who created SKEET SHOOT and other early VCS g
A pni T n

paign ' &U"

)

ame s for
APOLLO.

The winner of our Win An ADAM Computer contest was WAYNE MOTEL. The correct
answers wen*: Escape From Rungistan, River Raid, Beauty and the Beast, Labyrinth
of Crete, Eggo mania, Vanguard, Monster Bash, Airstrike, Space Fury,
Swashbuckler, Rivei Rescue, and Guns of Fort Defiancu.

CALL THE COMPOTER GAME HOTLINE (212) 581-8267
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No SpEEch HarcIware
The season's biggest hits are the new

Tymac Talkies—computer games for your

Commodore 641^ VIC 20® Atari® 400. or

Atari® 800 that talk without speech hard-

ware. You get the excitement of speech

without the cost of a synthesizer!

Tymac Talkies, designed by Game Gems,
feature fast arcade action combined with

dazzling, high-resolution graphics and

software-generated speech. They'll put you

in the experience of play with an impact you
never before thought possible.

You'll fire power bolts

at ruthless attackers with

GANDALF; fight strange

creatures while you search

for treasures of the an- TVIYIflC

cient gods with PEGASUS AND THE
TRIALS OF PERSEUS: defend family honor

as you engage in mortal combat with the

SAMURAI; battle deadly bacteria in your

body with BIO DEFENSE; try to survive

nuclear destruction with FIRST STRIKE!

There are nine titles in all. including a typing

tutor and a utility graphics program.

Your admission charge to all this? Far lower

than the cost of playing other talking com-
puter games. Because we're the only ones

that make your computer talk completely by

itself.

Tymac's Game Gems
Series. The premier name
in talking computer
games.

TYMAC INCORPORATED
127 Main Street, Franklin. NJ 07416 • 201-827-4050

Commodore 64 and VIC 20 are crjdemirkl of Commodore Electromci Umited: Atari n a trademark of Atari, Inc
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From what strange planet or time warp do they draw such appealing and durable game

games do they play when not busy writing their own?

To find out, we tracked down six of the top guns -Silas Warner {Castle Wolfenstein), Don y
Sortin [Choplifter) , Bob Flanagan {Thief, Speedway and Spectre), Chris Jochumson {The

node Mathine), Robert Woodheod (co-creator of Wizardry) and Steve Bjork {Canyon

Ciimber and the Apple version of Zaxxon). In addition to advice on how to breok into the -^
game-writing game, they even revealed a few tips on how to beat their own classic gan»ff^



CG: What was the first video game you

created, and when?

Jochumson: "I was in the Air Force and

was home on leave. I was headed for

Korea. And I got an Apple computer—

I

was the first person on my block to have

one. I took it and played with it. That was

in 1977. In my spare time I worked on a

game, Space Quarks."

Warner: "Casr/e Wolfenstein was

created between February and September

of 1980. 1 started with a character genera-

tor for Apple and got it fast enough to do

animation. 1 got the idea of someone run-

ning around. Then I watched a rerun of

The Guns ofNavarrone. From there I got

the idea of a World War II setting. The

voice of the guy talking in German came

from there. We had the Control Data

PLATO system, which, although designed

for education, was the greatest game sys-

tem ever invented. I bought an Apple in

1977 because I realized there would be a

need for programmers. We founded Muse

in Ed Zaron's living room ." {Zaron is pres-

ident of Muse Software. Muse subse-

quently published Old Maze and Tknk

War.

)

Woodhead: "1 started Sir-Tech

Software to do business programs for one

of my mom's partners. I got hooked up

with Andy [Greenberg], who was and

still is a grad student at Cornell. 1 had a

game working called Paladin. Andy had

one of the first Apples and had written

two versions of Wizardry. Andy liad fig-

ured out how to do complicated things on

a micro with limited resources and get

past 'hack and slash'— Hack, hack, kill,

kill, loot, loot."

Flanagan: "When I was in the 10th

grade, I bought an Apple. I paid half and

my mom paid half. As soon a.s 1 got it, I

started learning assembler language and

before long wrote my first game, Speed-

way."

Bjork: "I started with a Radio Shack

Model 1 in 1977. 1 guess I've written

between 20 and 30 games."

Gorlin: "in December of 1981 I bor-

rowed my grandfather's Apple computer.

He sort of collects gadgets. Choplifler was

released in May of 1982. It was my first

game."

CG: How long did it take to create your

most popular game?

Jochumson: "The Arcade Machine took

eight months. It was a long process. The

concept allows people to create an arcade

game. There are shapes, paths, back-

ground colors. There are options to the

game. Options to the levels."

Gorlin: "C/iopMertook six months."

//

I was
a piano

major in school.

At the end of

1981 1 borrowed

my grandfather's

Apple. Choplifter

was the first

game I designed.'

Warner: "Castie Wolfenstein was

created between February and September

of 1980, with a working version finished

in June of 1980."

Bjork: "It took three or four months for

the first version; translation to other

computers took at least two months

each."

Flanagan: "Spectre took a long time to

do. Initial writing of the game and getting

it on the screen and working took three

weeks. Making ariijustments, changing

the number of enemies, with levels, took

two uKinths

"

Woodhead: "It took from July of one

year to September of the next. We wrote

it in PASCAL to get more into it."

CG: What is it about your game that you

think has made it special?

Gorlin: "It is special because I finished

it. In a deeper sense, you see things that

don't match expectations. But Choplifter

did everything that needs to he done
"

Jochumson: "The Arcade Machine is

different from most games. I'm still

excited about it."

Bjork: "it has a solid rock feel-like

arcade games. It's well done. Generally,

when you start [a new gamel, you can't

get beyond the first screen. But adding

different screens is currently difficult and

costly. Not as costly as three new games."

Warner: "There are subtle relation-

ships; it's hard to put it all together just

right. 1 don't claim it all myself. There

was probably a lot of luck involved, It's

playable. Continuously interesting."

Flanogon: "The key to a real successful

game is playability. Thief is closest to

arcade games because of its playability."

Woodhead: "I think we were in the

right place at the right time. Nobody can

come close to it. If you want it, there's

only one us."

CG: What kind of background, educa-

tion, training is necessary to become a

game creator? And how did you get

started?

Warner: "The big thing is to learn how

to program your particular computer. It is

possible to write games in BASIC, but

only if you are willing to put up with

slow, clumsy games. You have to impro-

vise to get some good graphics."

Gorlin: "Anything in a manual or a

book is old. But learning programming

and assembler language is essential. I was

a piano major at four colleges for seven or

eight yeai-s, but took a couple of computer

courses. 1 also had a strong math back-

ground. It seems like the two Imusic and

mathematics! go hand in hand. It's com-

mon for scientists to be interested in

music. I got apli at Rand through one of

my professors. 1 was hired in support

services. It was not a high-level job. As I

got better, 1 worked up the ranks. By the

time I left, I was working alongside

PhD.s. I stuck my fool in the right doors

and asked questions. Got on-the-job-

training in computers. To the people at

Rand, these games are more like pocket

watches."

Jochumson: "The way I learned was

sitting in front of the computer and doing

it."

Flanagan: "1 had a math class that

rt'ijuired us to use the computer to do

problems. It was to familiarize us with

the computer. That was all the contact I

had with it. Then 1 spent a lot of time in

the computer room— I was what you'd

call a hacker- on my own. If you're into

computer games, there's no school. They

can teach you how to program and how to

program right. But you have to work on

your own. I did because I was ambitious

and curious. T^ke a course. Read books.

Learn assembler language. There's no

magic formula for that."

Bjork: "Buy your own machine and play

at home. Write a few programs. Try

machine language or a.s.sembler language.

Companies don't want to bother to train

you. You need to build your programming

techniques. [Bjork recommends PASCAL

because it teaches structured program-
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ming.] It's especially important when

two or three people are working on the

same project. They all have to be able to

speak the same language,"

Woodhead: "Contrary to what Edison

said, its 99% Inspiration and IX per-

spiration. It's important in creative work

to have a firm idea of what you want it to

be at the end—so that your colors con-

tinue to be brilliant. The best thing a

person can say is 'This is what 1 want to

dn, now how can I do it?' RasterBlaster \s

like that. So is Choplifttr. The program-

mers developed a clear perception before

they started out."

CG: What are your favorite frames to

play?

Bjork: "1 liked Don when it was hot.

Mti. Pac-Man is jusl like the arcade ver-

sion. Zaxxon is as close to playable as

Pac-Man."

Warner: "By the time 1 get done, I've

mastered the game. We play and test

them [other games] out. 1 don't usually

play. 1 test to try tu figuie out how they

did it, 1 like to look around to find out

what's new."

Flanagan: "I like Raster Blaster,

Heplon, Tiinnoil, Pinball Conslructhii

Setr

Woodhead: "On avcaika—Robotran

.

Ilonu' idnruipfi—Zaxxon on ColecoVi-

sion- I am sort of addicted to baseball

games in arcades. But it cheats."

Bjork: "One of my favorite places is the

Malibu (Irand Prix game test center. I got

to play the lli'st Dvn machine that was

shipped- My favorites right now are

Pcngoiin(\ Robotran!'

Gorlin: "I don't play them to enjoy.

Most games aren't interesting enough

yet"

Jochumson: "I don't enjoy playing

computer games that much. I 'd like to see

more games that add more skill, have less

hand/eye coordination
"

CG: How do you feel about making a

living creating games?

Bjork: "I hope it lasts for quite a bit

longer because I love it! I spend all day

working and playing with games. TV) me
it's the fun of it. I can't see myself doing

anything else."

Flanagan: "I Just enjoy it. Creating

games that I can watch someone else play

and get into. It's like creating a book or a

painting. People get enjoyment from it.

It's very rewarding."

CG: What tips can you offer for game
players wtjo wan t to get a better score on

your games?

Woodhead on Wizardry: 'If you get

stuck, the big tip is tu call our office and

//

I was
watching

The Guns Of

Navarrone on

TV one day.

That inspired

the World War II

settinain Castle

Wolfensteinr

we'll give you a hint. Remember the cow-

ard's creed: He who turns and runs away

lives to see another day."

Warner on Castle Wolfenstein: "One
secret people may not know is the

schnapps. What happens is that you can 't

shoot straight if you have a lot of

schnapps, lb get around that problem,

you should eat a lot of bratwurst."

Gorlin on ChopUfter: "If you don't

knock out the tanks, you will be better

off. If you knock out tanks, another

round will come. I like to leave the bar-

racks closed until I want to get hostages.

Land close to get loaded before a tank or

plane comes along."

Bjork on Canyon Climber: In the first

scene, whenever possible use the ladders

to avoid getting hit by goats. Watch the

goats. The longer you' re on the scene, the

fa.ster the action becomes. Don't bother

with shields. Get to the top as fast as

possible. Shields only last a certain time.

They can act to hurt you, not help you.

On avoiding rocks: Two birds are dumb.

One is smart. It will drop rocks. When it

flies over, fly at the same height. Prac-

tice, practice, practice."

Flonagan on Spectre: "You'll see some

little doLs and big doLs on the right at the

start of the game. Those are energizers,

and you should head straight fur them as

soon aspoSvSible."

y

"^1^

9 =

'I've been playing Zork for three years and i hann 't gotten into the house yot.'
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A CCmPtm DIRECTORYOF 1984 COHPUHR VACATIONS By Michael Brown

Exploring the wilds of Jopanga Canyon at Cati-Camp.
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^^^ ^B ^^B e know, we know— it seems like a computer camp wilderness out there. Selecting a camp once

^^^K ^^L W^ consisted of simply finding the nearest one. But in the last few years, the growing popularity and

^^^^ ^^K # availability of home computers has touched off a computer camp explosion. There are now well

^^^^^A* over 50 camps around the country that specialize in computer instruction of all kinds—not to

^^^ft^^B mention the dozens of non-specialist camps that also offer computer labs or workshops, state or

^^m ^^m city-run summer recreation programs that involve computers, college or university-affiliated

^V ^V summer computer courses designed especially for young people, and even a few summer resort-

tour packages with computer seminars for the whole family. Whether you're a parent or child

interested in some kind of computer-oriented summer camp program , the prospect of plowing through a mountain of

brochures and advertisements in search of the right one could turn your main question into "Why bother?"—summer
could be over by the time you find the best camp for you.

^^''^^id, traded their skateh
"^^'^^ for keyboards this summer.
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Don't let the wealth of choices scare

you away. If all computer camps offer any

single thing, it's an unmatched opportun-

ity to play with, learn about and explore

compulei-s in a relaxed environment,

with plenty of other people who are just

as interested in them as you are, and with

ready access to people who can answer

your questions and help you to go on

exploring the microchip universe after

you get back home. The fact that there

are so many computer camps means you

can really tailor your summer to fit your

own needs, abilities and interest-^. Wanta

hardcore academic course in microelec-

tronics taught by computer scientists, or

advice on how to program your own

games? Are you ready to learn assembly

language, or just interested in a BASIC

course that will let you program that

Commodore 64 you got for Christmas?

Want to get your hands on a big IBM

mainframe, or work on the same kind of

machine you have at home? And would

you rather spend most of your time

indoors on a terminal, or out on the

basketball court or swimming in the lake?

There's a computer camp somewhere to

match any of these desires— and plenty of

others. All you have to do is determine

>S; COMPUTER €il9Il>S COMPIJiEl
NAME, ABDRBS, PHONi TumoN COMFUrCR LANGUAGES

iQUimiHJ TAUGHT

NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE TUITION COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

iANGUAGi
TAUGHT

ARIZONA COMPUTER CAMP
J!l4(U)'.m-:il'me

Prescott. AZ 8630!

V,02-M'}-:i77H

Re.sidentiat:

S270/nne-

week se.viinn

N/A BASIC,

LOGO
CLASSROOM COMPUTER
NEWS COMPUTER CAMP
51 Sprint? Street

Wiiterlnwn. MA 02172

Day:

S475'one-

week ses.'iion

Apple ll-e

,

TRS-80

BASIC.

LOGO

ARROWHEAD LUTHERAN CAMP
P.O. Drawer 11

Crest Park. CA 92326

714-336-2076

Residential:

S250/one-

week sessinn

Apple.

VIC-20

UASIC COLOR COUNTRY
COMPUTER CAMP
' n Dixie t'ollefie

225 South 700Eil<n

St. Georfso. VT84770

Residential:

$275/one-

week session

Apple II,

Ati\ri8i)0,

VIC-20.

TRS-80

BASIC,

PILOT

ATARI COMPUTER CAMPS
WEitsi:UStyve(

New York. SY iOOIH

800-847-4180

Rc-iidenlial:

$800/two-

week session

All

Atari

micros

PILOT.

BASIC,

PASCAL.

LISP

FORTH.

Assembly

COMPUCAMP
Conipiicump, Inc.

710! York Ave. So.

Edimi. MN 55435

612 835-0064

Res: $390/

one-week

S790mv-
week session

Day: $150/

week

Apple II -h

.

Tl, CDC
PLATO.

Atari

BASIC.

PASCAL,

LOGO

CALAMIGOS STAR C RANCH
COMPUTER UB
IUiriiHil-4.!i<>xi4A

Malibti. CA !f02lin

2l3-88ll-ft724

Residential,

Non-specialist.

$995/two-

week session

Apple lie,

Atari

BASIC,

LOGO THE COMPUTER CAMP
200Fii''l Sniilli Tcmpti'Sl.

Salt Lake City. VT

Day:

Call for

rates

Apple II BASIC.

PASCAL,

CP/M,

Assembi

CALI-COMPUTER DAY CAMP
Cali-Camp

1 71 7 Old Tiipan/ia Canyon Rd.

Wpan^a. CA mrM)

Day:

S395/twi>

week session

Apple He LOGO,

PILOT.

BASIC

THE COMPUTER CAMP
AT YELLOW RIVER STATION

\hnnma,lA52i59
319-539-2425

Re.sidential:

S225/one-

week session

Apple II -I-

.

IBM PC
BASIC.

.As'ienibi

PASCAL
AOL

2i3-4r>r)-i:}or, COMPUTER CAMP
FOR CHILDREN
Computer Camp
( ontinning Education

1 Uiiversity of TJ-zi/lessee

Chattanooga, TN 37402

615-755-4208

'/ das-

one- week

sessions.

Call for

rates

Apple.

Atari,

TRS-80

BASIC

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER UMP
!}'} Wbeefer Street

Cambridge. MA 02138

617-402-7100

Day:

S300/two-

week se.^sion

Apple n.

Atari,

HP micro

BASIC,

PASCAL,

LOGO

CAMP CODY Residential,

Nnn-.specialist.

$2400/eif!hl-

week session

Apple lie.

IBM PC
PASCAL.

LOGO
fi Lockwowi lirde

Westpon. CT 06880

203-226-438^)

COMPUTER CAMP
FOR CHILDREN
HHiFoiist Building

Vniversity ofSoiih Carolina

Greensboro. NC 27412

9lf)-37!l-.'y4i4

Day:

Call for

rates/

one-week

sessions

Apple 11+ B.ASIC

CAMP RETUPMOC
Rose fluiman Institute

of Ti-chnoiogy

Residential:

$275/one-

week session

PDPU/70.
VAX 11/780

BASIC,

PASCAL

550 Wabash Ave.

Tbrre Hmile. IN 47803

812-877-151!

COMPUTER CAMP FOR YOUTH
297Cnnf.

ResidentiaL

S500/two-

week ses.sion

Apple 11+ B.4.SYC.

As.'iembi

CHAMPLAIN COLLEGE

COMPUTER CAMP
Residential:

S825/two-

week session

SmO/four-

week session

IBM 34

mainframe;

VIC. PET
)iiil)erPFX

CBM micms,

TRS-80.

APPLE.

IBM PC

BASIC,

FORTRAN.
PASCAL,

Assembly

Brigluim Young l!niversity

Provo. CT 84602

801-378-4903

P.O. BOX 6,0

163 So. WillardSt.

Bnriingtun. VT05402

802-658-0800

COMPUTER CAMP, INC.

l235C«a^i Village Rd.

Stiife G

Stinid Baii)ara. CA 93108

805-(Mi9'787l

Residential:

$795ytwo-

week session

Apple II.

.Atari

BASIC.

PASCAL
LOGO
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your own goals, then find a camp that

matches them.

To help, we've culled the voluminous

camp literature and prepared the accom-

panying chart, which lists most of the

existing specialty computer camps and

gives a few det-ails about each camp's

offerings in some of the areas we think

most important. In the meantime, here

are some additional suggestions on how to

pick the right camp.

Tolk it over—Parents and kids have

something to contribute in choosing the

right computer camp. Kids can let their

parents know how much they already

know about computers, what they're

most interested in learning next, and

should relate experiences their friends

and classmates have had at specific

camps. Informed parents can guide a

child's decisions toward a camp they're

not only happy with, but that the child

wants to attend.

Ask questions—Once you 've settled on a

few likely prospects, call the camp direc-

tor and get details. Is the c^mp accred-

ited? How many computers and coun-

selors come back each summer? How long

has the camp been in existence?

Camp or School?—Some "camps" are

VAMPS C^OMPIJimi CAtll^S COMP
NAME, ADDItfSS, PHOHf runios

IQUimCNT
lANGUAGiS
TAUGHT

NAm. ADDRESS. FHONE TUITION COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

LANGUAGE.

TAUGHT

COMPUTER DAY CAMP
The Pacific Scieinv Center

200 Second Ave. North

Seattle. WA 9HI0f)

20li-(i2l)-f):m

Day:

Call for

rates/

one-week

session

Apple U + BASIC,

LOGO
FAMILY COMPUTER CAMP
Clarkson Collene

Potsdam. NY 13070

31-^-208-0047

Day or

Residential:

Sliding scale,

one-week

ses-wms

Zenith Z-IOO,

At^iri.

Apple 11,

\'IC'20.

IBM mainframe

terminals

LOGO,

BASIC.

PASCAL,

FORTRAN

COMPUTER DAY CAMP AT

THE MASTERS SCHOOL
4lfCUlilnn Avvitue

Dohbs Ferry. NY
Ui4-m:i-l4iH)

Day:

S300/2 weeks.

$000/4 weeks.

S800/6 weeks

Apple,

Atari

TI

BASIC,

LOGO GOSHEN COLLEGE COMPUTER
CAMP
ITtiOS. Main Street

Goshen College Admissions

Goshen. IN 46536

2l9-ri33-3!0l

Residential:

SI2r}.one-

week ses.'iion

PDF 11/70

mini

BASIC.

PASCAL

THE COMPUTER ERA

'i'Mj S. Second Ave. .

Suite E
Cmina.CA 91723

2l3-:m-5H(r2

Day:

SllO/one-

week session

Apple.

THS-SO.

NEC

BASIC

HALF DAY CAMP FOR KIDS

1 l.'>.',So- Stale Slrvcl

Orcm, CT840r,7

801-224-1160

Vi-day:

$75/one-

week session

Apple LOGO

THE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Perfonuiinrc /Jcm^'h tnc-

1411 N. Main Street

Ho\ 124

Hlufflon, IS 40714

Residential:

S39.'}/one-

week session

Apple II,

IBM PC
BASIC.

LOGO,
PASCAL,

PILOT

HOCKADAY COMPUTER CAMP
UtHMWelchHd.

/|-i//.-is. TS 7r>229

214-303-0311

Residential:

$79(1'two-

week session

Day:

S370/one-

week session

TI BASIC.

PASCAL

COMPUTERS FOR KIDS Residential:

(me, two. six

week sessions.

Call for

rale.¥

Apple 11+
,

Commodore.

TBS-80,

NEC

BASIC,

LOGO.

PASCAL
!}Htl M;igniilia Avciuic

larkspur. CA 94939

1-800-227-2866

LAKE FOREST COMPUTER CAMP
Luke F'licsf ('i)llcgr

Lake Fore.-it. IL 00045

312-234-3100

Residential:

S:i75.''t}ne-

week session

Apple a -h H.ASIC.

PASCAL.

A.'isemble

COMPUTER LEARNING CENTER

HFD H li<,^ :i7.-,

Concord. NHOimi
tiO:i'7H3-470H

Residential:

SH25/two-

week session

Apple II.

TI. TRS-80.

PET

BASIC.

LOGO.

PASCAL

LUTHER COLLEGE COMPUTER
CAMP
ilran's Office

Luther College

Decnraii. lA r,2W}

319-387-1005

Day:

$200/one-

week session

HP minis.

Apple.

TKS-80

BASIC.

PASCAL,

Assemble

FOHTHAf
CULVER COMPUTER CAMPING
Officer of Admissions

Culver Summer Camps

Culver. IN 40511

219-842-3311

Residential:

$285/one-

week.

$540/two-

week sessions

DEC
mini

BASIC.

LOGO

MATH WORKSHOP
CitllcficiifWooslcr

Wmsier. Oil 44091

216-203-2389

Residential:

S500/t.wo-

week session

Ti-rak

micros

PASCAL

DATA BASE COMPUTER CAMP
fi4!U Valley View Road

Oakland. CA 9401!

415-339-2901

Residential:

Call for

rates

Apple 11 -i- BASIC.

Machine

Language MARIST COLLEGE
COMPUTER CAMP
\Uui-<t College

Poughkcepsie. NY 12601

914-471-3240

Residential:

SSfiO/two-

week se.-isinn

IBM 4341,

.Mainframe.

Apple.

IBM PC,

TRS-80,

PET

BASIC.

APL.

PASCAL
DUKE UNIVERSITY

COMPUTER KAMP (DUCK)

Duke Cniversity

lOTBivens

Durham. NC2770H
919-()S4-G259

Residential:

S65l)/twii-

week .'i^ision

Day:

S2o0/one-

week session

IBMPC Day:

BASIC
Residential:

PASCAL
MICRO COMPUTER CAMPS, INC.

r.().Hu\tlOS7

Memphis. TN3SIII

90l-:S24-5/i43

Residential:

S495/two-

week session

Apple 11+ BASIC,

PASCAL,

PILOT,

LOGO
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glorified summer schools, offering aca-

demic instruction without the balanced

social, recreational and other growth

experiences traditionally offered by real

camps. While summer school may be just

what you had in mind, it's worthwhile to

find out whether the camp you're

interested in is really one or the other.

Match machines -BASIC as spoken by

the Apple II isn't the same a.s Atari

BASIC. If your child hasn't yet finished

learning BASIC on one, it could be a

pretty discouraging experience to have to

re-learn it on another.

Access time—Cla^ instruction is fine,

but almost every hacker will tell you that

the way to learn f^out a computer is to be

left alone to experiment with it. How
much free access to the computer will the

camper actually have? When? Does the

curriculum encourage independent,

hands-on creativity? Is the staff qualified

to jump in and help whenever the camper

needs it—and are there enough of them to

be ready when he is?

Com per/Computer Ratio—One camper,

one computer— that's the ideal, and one

way to guarantee plenty of access time.

Non-specialist camps-Plenty of more

traditional camps are beginning to recog-

nize computers as a legitimate camp

activity, and are now including it along-

side ham radio, leathercrafting and other

indoor hobby programs. We've included a

couple of these camps in our chart, and

you can find out about more of them in

the Parent, 's Guide to Accredited Camps,

published annually by the American

Camping Association, Martinsville, IN

46151 (;J17-342-84!if.).

What about mom and dad?-Com-
puter literacy isn't just for kids. Along

with the Family Computer Camp in Pots-

dam, New York, which offers special

group rates for whole familias (and makes

adult attendance mandatory), hands-on

computer workshops and seminars are

becoming a natural part of other pack-

aged family vacation tours. Among the

most well-known is Club Med, which now

offers computer workshops for both kids

and adults (8(Hl-WK-3100).

Other olternotives-lf you can't afford

—or otherwise don't like—any of the big

computer camps you see, why not explore

smaller, local day camps and recreational

programs? Several good plat^es U) start

looking are at your local YMCA. YWCA,
university or college, private prep schools

and your city recreation department.

Grow your own-It's not impossible; in

fact, several of the camps in our chart

were started by concerned parents who

wanted to give their kids a computer

camp experience. One such group, The

Yellow Springs Computer (lamp, went on

to publish a how-to manual and compre-

hensive computer camp guide Ihat will

tell you everything you need to know not

only about picking a computer camp, but

about starting one as well. It's called The

Computer Camp Book, costs $12.95 plus

$2 for shipping, and can be ordered from

The Computer Camp Book, Box 292, Yel-

low Springs, OH 45^87.

OI^IPIJI Ell Cil»n>8 ClOMPIJllSRCA
NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE TUITION COfAPUJER

EQUIPMENT

UNGUAGES
TAUBHT

NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE TUITION COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

lANGUAGE
TAUGHT

NATIONAL COMPUTER CAMPS
I'd. lioxriS.')

Orange, CT 01)477

203-705-9667

Residential:

$380/week

TRS-SO,

Apple

BASIC.

PASCAL,

Machine

Language

SUMMER COMPUTER-MATH
CAMP
Dept. of Math Sriences

College of W(H)Ster

Wmsier. Oil 44691

216-263-2230

Residential:

S500/two-

week session

Mainframe

terminals

BASIC

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

COMPUTER CAMP
New Hiuriii-ihire College

Hesimrve Cemer

2500 S. HiverRoad

Msn(lwst4!r,NH 03104

603-669-1831

Hesidenlb!:

$350/week

Day:

$m/week

IBM 4341

Mini.

Apple II +

.

PET,

TRS-80

BASIC.

FORTRAN
TIMBER TECH COMPUTER CAMP
3192 Glenn Canyon Road

SfOtt.s Valley. CA 95066

408-436-3339

Residential:

S895/two-

week session

Apple.

Atari

LOGO,

BASIC,

PASCAL.

PILOT
Assembly

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

COMPUTER CAMP
Oftiti Slule Viiivi-mily

Office of Continuing Eduatlion

2400 Olent^ngy River Rd.

Cohmhiis. OH 43210

6l4-422-8n7I

Residential:

S675/two-

week session

Andafit,

Mainframe,

IBM PC

BASIC.

Assembly

UNIVERSITY OF AUBAMA
COMPUTER CAMP FOR KIDS

/ 'niwisity ofAliibama

at Birmingham

Special Studies

917 Ulh Street

South Birmingham, AL 3B294

205-934-3870

Day:

$250/lwo-

week session

N/A BASIC.

PASCAL

PHYSICS AND
MICROELEQRONICS
COMPUTER CAMP
Depl. ofPhysics/i Astronomy

Appiilacbinn Siste University

Btttme. NC 28608

704-262-304-y

Residential:

$400/two-

week session

PET BASIC.

Machine

Language

WESTERN CAROLINA
SUMMER COMPUTER CAMP
Dept. ofMathematics &
Computer Science

Western Carolina Vniversity

Culkwhee, NC28723
704-227-7245

Residential:

Call for

rates and
times

\AX
mainframe,

Apple U+

.

others

BASIC,

PASCAL

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
COMPUTER CAMP
Boulder ( onipiner Restturce

Center

1005 Pearl Street

Boulder, CO 80302

303-442-6228

Residential:

S400/one-

week,

$785/two-

week sessions

Mainframe,

Tbrminals

BASIC.

LOGO.

As.'iembly

YELLOW SPRINGS COMPUTER
CAMP
P.O. Box 202

Yellow Springs, Oil 45387

513-767-7717

Residential:

$650/two-

week session

Day: S200/

one- week

session.

Family rates.

Apple U-h,

TRS-80.

HP Heath.

POP 11/23

Mini

BASIC,

PASCAL,

LOGO,

PILOT
Assembly



'Alarl is a trademork o( Atari, inc.

"Commodore 64 is a liademark of Commodore Business Mochines, inc

Scrolling 3D graphics, on-line instructions, one or two player cooperative, seven different dungeons, 74

different screens, tiigh score save to disk, full sound and color, zombies, poisonous snakes, giant

spiders, evil orbs, scrolls, talisrr>ans, magic spells, lost crowns and spectacular underground scenery.

AlO'l Kr««n5«no*n

DRflm Inc.

18779 Kentake Place N.E.

Seattle. Washington 9d155

(206) 4&6-a426

A fast action arcade fantasy for

Commodore 64** and Atari* computers

By Mike Edwards from BRflg mc

Commodore version by Henry Bolley

Disk and Tape
$34.96



COMMAND THE POXA/ER OF COLECQ'S

-' ^
. ,

.

''

^.z

COMPUTERS^
COMBINES 80K
DIGITAL "DA-D^

VE NE\A/ HOME
SYSTEM THAT
K MEMORYAND
DA" PACK VJVTH

y f.i

.1'

A DOUBLE-SIDED, DOUBLE-DENSITY
r-

.

y'*- i

V • iri* \,iJi'a/:*._-3^B'.Ti

Each Cabbage Patch jr

comeB with personalized
letter-quality adoption
papers

Guaranteed PC-compatible!
Can be upgraded for Ken and
Barbiei G. I. Joe, and Smurf
jpompatibility M/ith Expansion
Module ^18.

: rr'-'^'"-"^

COMMAND THE POI
OF CABBAGEWARE!
Built-in Software:
Cabbage\A/riter
CabbageFile |

CabbageCalc
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THE

MS. R^C-MAN

How three guys from Montana invented

the ultimate strategy

By Paul Stokstad

Pac-Man was a game you could beat. You could beat it by memoriz-

ing patterns. The ghosts, you see, weren't programmed for ran-

domness. Ifyou zigged and they zagged, they'd do the exact same
thing in a similar situation. It wasn't long before everybody knew
the patterns to beat Fac-Maji.

Ms, Pac-Man is a different story. The ghosts are programmed for random-

ness, so there isn't a pattern that exists to beat it -the ghosts behave dif-

ferently in each game. But there is one technique that will earn a player an

incredible amount of points: "grouping." If you can induce the ghosts to move

close to one another, you cun stay alive

and get 1,600 points when you gobble

them near a power pill. This is the story

of three guys from Montana who got

together and figured out how to give Ms.

Pac-Man a beating she'll never forget.

If Tom Asaki was hot in the suinmer of

'82, it was due to the temperature, not to

his skill at Ms. Pac-Man. He wtw pretty

good then, but he wasn't grouping the

ghosts yet. At least that's what Dun Wil-

liams says, and Don should know, since

he regularly watched Tbm play down at

Games Are Fun in Bozeman, Montana.

Superior players usually can't put their

techniques into words. One way to get

good is to watch a guy's move^. Don got

pretty good at Ms. Pac-Man too.

But Tom Asaki and Don Williams

didn't really get tight until Spencer

Ouren, another Bozeman boy, started

sharing his Ms. Pac-Man techniques.

Spencer knew Tom and introdu'ced Don to
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Tbm. From then on, whenever one of

them picked up a trick, he would share it

with the other two. In January of 1983,

they were not playing the game as indi-

viduals—beating Ms. Pac-Man had

become a group project. Their goal was t«

score the first- second- and third-highest

total scores ever recorded at the game.

They felt (hat if they put their heads

together, they could come up with the

best .system to totally ace out the rest of

the world.

Grouping is not a mystery. It's a stan-

dard technique among better Ms. Pac-

Man players. The ba.slc move is accom-

plished from the "hold" position on the

board. This is a spot that the ghosts will

never cross to destroy you. The hold is

located in a different location on each of

the four maze patterns of the game. By

moving out of this safe spot in vai-ying

directions, you can influence the separate

moving ghosts to get closer to one another

in pursuit of the faked direction you

appear to be taking. Then you can pop

back into the hold and the ghosts will be

grouped in a tighter, more manageable

pattern

.

Grouping is pretty easy on the first

three maze patterns (waves one through

nine). But even the best players always

seemed to get wiped out on the fourth

maze pattern, called the "Junior"

boards. The problem was that there

didn't seen Uj be a hold on the Junior

boards. The other three holds didn't

work, and the Bozeman Think Tank, as

they called themselves, were continally

killed by the blue-green ghost. Without a

hold on the fourth maze, it would be

impossible lo conquer the game, becau.se

after the tenth wave half the waves are

Junior boards.

The Deception

When they had just about given up, a

fellow by the name of Matt Brass met up





The Bozeman Montana Think Tank-Spencer Ouren, Tom Asakl, and Don WHliams gave Ms. Pac-Man a beating she 7/ ne ver forget.

with the Think Tiiiik. Briiss, a pretty

decent player himself, had just returned

from the North American Videu Olympics

in (Ittumwa, Iowa. When Briiss described

the Olympics scene to Tom, Spencer and

Dtui, he dropped a bombshell— some

players were jiroupinj; the j^hosts on the

Junior boards.

It wasn'ttrue.Bra,ss wasn't lying— he

had meant to say thai some players were

grouping hcfoiv the Junior biiards.

But the Think Tank panicked. They

thought they were pretty good at Ms. Puc-

Man. Now someone, .some mysterious

someone, had whipped the Junior

boards, which had seemed impossible.

Believing that the impo.ssible was

now possible (and had been achieved),

the Think TUnkpres.sed on with their own
solution. They thought. "Well, if it's pos-

sible, we want to be able to do it too." It

was like being told that Mt. Everest had

been scaled when It hadn't. The miscoifl-

munication from Brass made Ihe Think

T^nk believe grouping was possible on the

Jun!(»' hoards. In fact, no one had ever

done it.

They worked five days straight on the

problem. The first thing they did wa.s to

use the "rack advance" inside the Ms.

Pac-Man cabinet lo advance the game to

the higher boards. The found that if they

Just played the game normally, by the

time they w(jrked their way to the higher

boards, they became reluctant to tiike

any chances for I'ear of ruining a good

sc<ire. And you don't make any break-

throughs if you're not willing \a\ take

chances.

With a lot of research, the Think

Tank, and especially Spencer, decided

that the key to grouping had to involve

the four tunnels on the sides of the

screens. They started playing around in

there, hiring the ghosts on wild goose

chases to see how Ihey would respond.

One ghost—Sue—seemed particularly

attracted to Ms. Pac-Man in the tunnels.

Spencer discovered that if the pink ghost

is coming straight at you, you can deceive

him by pointing Ms. Pac-Man's eyes

upward. The pink ghost, they found, has

been programmed to go in the .same direc-

tion as you and to get in front ofyou, even

ifthereisnochannel tomove. This infor-

mation can be used for avoidance and

grouping. With these and other tech-

niques, Spencer was si)on using the tun-

nels and grouping t hree of the gh(tsls. The

other members of the Think Tank added

refinements.

11 was Tom who made the break-

through. By using Spencer's method to

group three ghosts, he discovered a hitld!

The hold, which didn't seem to exist oii

the Junior boards, was there- but only if

you grouped three of the ghost-s before

you went into it. With this knowledge, it

became a simple matter of using the tun-

nels to group the three ghosts on the run,

go into the hold [.see diagram] to wait for

Sue, and then nail all of them. The Think

T^nk was soon achieving scores in the

400,000 range, which had been consid-

ered impo.ssible.
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This is the pattern the Think Tank devised to group all fourghosts on the Junior boards.

Start with two ghosts chasing you at / and group Sue at 4—the "hold."

sSpencer
found that if

the pink ghost is

coming at you,

you can deceive

him by pointing

Ms. Pac-Man's

eyes upward/

Vim vnn inuii^ine Imw Tom. Don and

Spt'iK^cr I'elt wlien they spiikc with Matt

Brass again and disci )vt'rt'd tlic nirmmini-

cation breakdown. The Bozeman Think

Tank Imd dniic the impos.sible— only

iK'cause Ilu',\ inJslakenly bohcved it had

ah'oady been achieved. Sonu'times psy-

choloKv' (an be Jiisl its important lor Sood

scores as eye/hand coordination.

(This was a very biisic skotdi of a

complex .system worked ont by the liozc-

man Tliree. The total system includes

variiiiis fakes, patterns to run, and strate-

f^ies to control the ghosts on all fonr

mazes of the same. If you're interested in

the complete system for (JominatinK Ms.

Pac-Man, Spencer Duren will send it tn

you. Send S5 to cover his postaj^e and

sweat lo: Spencer Ouren, 172-J S, UHli

St., Bozeman, MT 59700.)

Think Tank Tips

When you play a new M<tnie, watch

other people play, then play the game

yourself, just tiettinK used to the controls.

Then try to master what other people are

doing on the game. Finally, try to invent

new moves, new solutions for situaliiuis.

Don says to "look for a goal, something lo

do to get through each board, then

devehip that skill and use it in the game."

According to Tom, you can get high

scores in Mh. Fnc-Man by using lightning

quick reflexes and open-field running.

Bui keeping up that intensity over an

hour long game is impossible. You even-

tually slip. You blink. It's better to

explore "systems" of play if you really

want to hit high scores.
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Astrochase: In this first-rate shoot-'em-up-in-space, you

can fly in one direction and fire your lasers in another to

defend earth. Brilliant graphics, great animation. (First

Star)

Baseball: An all-new game designed specifically for the

PCjr, Baseball features an aerial view when the ball is

pitched and hit. It's a two-player game with full control

over your individual team members. (Imagic)

Boulder Dash: Dig your way through 16 action-packed

caves in your search for treasure. Colorful scrolling

screens and an intermission game make this a real con-

tender. (First Star)

Bristles: Our April "Game of the Month," Bristles offers

arcade-type fun as you paint the rooms of eight houses—

despite Brenda the Brat, bucket-chuckers and other

obstacles. Music from the Nutcracker Suite makes this

lively entertainment. (First Star)

Bruce Lee: As the mighty kung-fu fighter, you must defeat

the deadly Ni!\ja and other enemies as you break into the

Evil Wizard's fortress to ransack his fortune. Strategy as

well as reflexes are necessary for victory. (Datasoft)

Buck Rogers: A translation of the intense arcade shoot-

'em-up. You pilot a ship as it zooms forward on a pylon-

filled landscape. Stay within the pylons and kill the weird

creatures that are buzzing around you. (Sega)

Congo Bongo: Another arcade translation—ZaxjifO/i meets

Donkey Kong and Jungle King. Climb this three-dimen-

sional cliff and avoid the rocks, monkeys, and crocodiles

to humiliate a gorilla. (Sega)

Crossfire: This shoot-'em-up takes place inside a maze that

represents an aerial view of a city under alien attack.

Mile-a-minute action's the reason it won our Golden

Joystick Award as "Best Action Game of 1982." (Sierra

On-line)

Deadline: If you haven't heard of this one, you must be

dead. It's an all-text adventure in which you play the role

of detective to solve a murder (Infocom)

Demon Attack: Space Invaders to the max. Wave after

wave of swooping aliens want nothing more than to drop

something vile on you. In each round they are slightly

different. (Imagic)

Drelbs: No lasers here. Your Drelb builds up glowing

squares, while the enemy tries to knock them down. If

you're looking for something out of the ordinary, give this

one a shot. (Synapse)

Enchanter: The first of a trilogy that's like a magical

version of Zork. Explore an evil magician's castle, learn

to use your spells and rid the land of black magic. All-

text, aU-fun. (Infocom)

nil

Pacemaker: Kids from 3-8 will eiyoy creating faces on the

screen by selecting different features and moving them

onto a blank face. Great for introducing youngsters to

things like menus, cur^rs and the keyboard. (Spinnaker)

Flip & Flop: Asm Q*Bert, you've got tojump on each block

to move to the next round. But you've got to play that

round upside-down! Gorgeous graphics and cute charac-

ters. (First Star)

Football: Another new sports game. Football lets you act as

coach and pick the play, then execute It as a player. Can

be played against the computer or head-to-head. (Imagic)

Genesis: A hi-res shoot-'em-up that has you playing the

part of a deadly scorpion who 's fighting it out with hordes

of venomous spiders. (Datasoft)

In The Chips: Be the boss of a Silicon Valley software firm,

and learn how to run a real business while winning the

game by wiping out the competition in this entertaining

and educational simulation. (Creative)

Infidel: An all-text adventure, infidel drops you off in.the

desert to find and explore a mysterious pyramid of a lost

Queen of the Nile. (Infocom)

Jawbreaker: A maze game with moving walls. You're a set

of teeth, devouring different kinds of candy. Sounds like

kid stuff, but real strategy is required. (Sierra On-line)

Juno First: An arcade classic that can be played by one or

two. Lasers, aliens, and a space ship you can fly through

time and space. (Datasoft)

Lost Ibmb: An adaptation of the arcade game, this ani-
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mated adventure takes place in an ancient Egyptian tomb

that's teaming with deadly mummies and other dangers.

There are 91 chambers in the maze. (Datasoft)

Math Maze: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion become fun when worked into a maze game sce-

nario. Nice animation and sound effect, and you can

create your own mazes. (Designware)

Microsurgeon: The screen is the inside of a human body,

and you've got to kill cancers and save blood cells so the

patient will get well. It's just like Fantastic Voyage, but

without Raquel Welch. (Imagic)

Mr. Cool: Like Q*Bert, Mr, Cool has to hop around changing

the color of the "plates" he lands on. Similar pyramid,

but the enemy flies past horizontally instead of chasing

you. (Sierra On-line)

Nibbler: Fast-moving action maze along the lines of Lady

Bug, but as each second ticks away, the body of your

snake gets longer. A translation of the little-known

arcade game. (Datasoft)

Oil's Well: A unique maze-type game in which you drill for

oil with a long pipe that stretches to the bottom of the

screen . As much fun and as addictive as Pac-Man . (Sierra)

Picnic Paranoia: Swat the ants, spiders and wasps before

they make off with your picnic. Sharp graphics and

animation, five skill levels and soiitaire/two-player ver-

sions make this a real value. (Synapse)

Pipes: Arlo the plumber has to connect pipes from the water

supply to a number of houses, but only has so much

money to buy supplies. Animated action teaches skills

involving relative distance and economics, (Creative)

Planetfall: A laugh-a-minute robot named Floyd follows

you everywhere in this all-text sci-fi adventure. If you've

never played an Infocom game, Planetfairs the best

introduction to their mini-universes—challenging and

fun, but not as difficult and as the others. (Infocom)

Puzzlemania: Logic, concentration, powers of observation,

sound recognition and trial and error all play a part in

solving the 50 video puzzles that make up this game. At

the higher levels, you even have to figure out what the

problems are. (Epyx)

Save New York: Fly through NYC's skies to shoot down the

alien spiders, then guide your little character under-

ground so he can blast them in the subway tunnels— if he

doesn't get run down by a train! (Creative)

Seastalker: An all-text adventure designed for 8-13 year-

olds, Seastalker puts you in charge of a mini-sub and

challenges you to rescue an underwater research lab from

denizens of the deep. (Infocom)

Shamus: This incredibly fast-paced and frenetic shoot-'em-

up-in-a-mazegame won our "Golden Joystick" award as

Best Computer Game of 1982.

Spellakazam: Over 400 words from the widely used Silver

Burdett spelling program are incorporated into an ani-

mated scenario for grades 2-8. It allows you to make up

your own word lists. (Designware)

Stareross: Explore an alien spaceship that's full of strange

life forms from around the univei-se, then repair the ship

before they—and you— die. (Infocom)

Star TVek: An authentic conversion of the arcade game.

Split-screens show long-range and close-up views of the

Enterprise battling Klingon ships. (Sega)

Suspended: The only all-text adventure in which you

control the actions of a band- of robots, manipulating

them to put your underground cryogenic bunker back

together before it's too late. (Infocom)

Ultima II: An animated action-adventure full of strange

characters and mythical beasts who seek to thwart your

quest. (Sierra On-line)

Witness: Set in 1938 Los Angeles, this Raymond Chandler-

esque mystery defies you to solve a murder that takes

place while you're talking to the victim. All-text, and not

as difficult as Deadline. (Infocom)

Zork I, II, III: The classic all-text adventure game, this

trilogy is set in the subterranean world of Zork , inhabited

by trolls, magicians and other fantastic creatures who
make life tough as you attempt to collect various

treasures. (Infocom)
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^Q\>*' po, the Apple*For the Apple*
1 Personal Computer
^ Developed by C^timum

Resource. Inc for Weeltly Reader

Family Software, all 3 games are

available in finer computer stores

everywhere. Ot call toU-free

I-S0OS52-5CX)0AD#-5-

Cbivilry. by Richard Hrftti
and Steve and \aait Woi

tfalngtork Fit Oly by Richard
HeAci^nd Steve Wotthlngum.

and Old Iroasldaby
Riduid HeftLi and Jack Rke
are leglSEeied iiadeourks at

Opnimiin Ketoufte [nc
Api)k3ndAa>lell. lie. 11 +
ana III are icgutered crade-

mailu of Apple Computet. Inc

A-W3J-M5

Fat aty'
Knock down buildings in your

wrecker while dodging bricks,

rocks, cans and tomatoes- 10

roimds. Poster, stickers, user's

manual vinyl binder Included,

Ages 8 and up. Only $39,95-

Old Ironsides"
Thrilling 2-player naval batUeF

Use the wind, cannons, compass
to outwit rival ship, Detailea

graphics recreate true sailing ex-

perience- Poster, log book, vinyl

binder included. Ages 8 and up.

Only $39 95.

Chivalry'"

The days of yore are recalled in

this unique combination of board-

game and computer game. Rescue
the king by playing 20 animated
games of skill— jousting, sword-

play, etc 1 to 4 players, Sturdy,

colorful gameboard, playing

pieces, poster, instnictions. Ages
8 and up- Only $49-95.
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SECOND WAVE

CANYOU
ELEWnwMnoN

Most arcade games are stroightforward—the players with the quickest hands and the quickest minds
achieve the highest scores. But sometimes a game will have a hidden trick in the program that will allow

anyone to rack up big points—/Y they know the trick. Here is a situation that involves one of these devices.

Would jrou be able to use it?

THE CRISIS:
There are these two guys on the floor

above who are about to kill you.

There's another one on tiie floor

below. If you try to shoot any of them,

they'll shoot you first. Should you just

roll over and die?

WESOLUTION:
No! Jiggle the joystick up and down

for two seconds so that you stay

between their line of fire. The guy on

the bottom will then walk toward the

elevator shaft, When he gets right

next to it, move down and jump on his

head.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY NINA WALLACE
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Anyone who considers arcade games a passive form of

entertainment for anti-social kids hasn't seen TYack & Field.

Never before has a coin-up caused such fierce competition

among so many types of gamers. What's so special about

Konami's arcade sensation? It's a head-lo-head contest of skill

and physical endurance that lets armchair-athletes compete on

an even basis with superjocks.

Although TYack & Field can be played

solo against the computer, the real fun

starts when two players square off

against each other for six grueling events

that separate the gold-medalists from the

also-rans. The events are (in order) the

100-Meter Dash, Long Jump, Javelin

Throw. 110-Meter Hurdles, Hammer

Throw and High Jump. In each case,

three buttons are used to control your

on-screen athlete.

The two front buttons are used to

make him run. With most events, the

buttons must be rapidly tapped either by

alternating with two hands on both

buttons, or by using two fingers on a

single button. Most players achieve their

fastest running speeds by using two

hands. For the Hammer Throw and the

High Jump, the run buttons are only

used to set the athlete in motion.

The single button to the rear of the

two run buttons is used to make the

athlete jump, or throw an object such as

thejavelin or hammer.

It also controls the angle of thejump or throw. Usually, the

longer the jump/throw button is held down, the wider the

angle. The optimum angle of trajecturj' for most events is 45

degrees. When the button is pressed, the angle can be checked

by watching the readout at the bottom of the screen.

100-METER DASH
Few players have trouble making the required qualifying

time for this race. Whether you win or lose, you move on to

the Long Jump if you cover the 100 meters in 13 seconds or

less. The important thing to remember in the dash is that you

only get one shot at this event, so give it everything you've

got.

LONG JUMP
The key to a successful jump is a combination of speed and

precise timing. First get your runner sprinting as fast as

possible by assaulting the run buttons "libngo" -style. Use only

the fingertips from each hand, and keep arm movement to a

minmium. The action should bfe lightning-fast, but mainly

By Bob Guerra

controlled from the wrists.

Speed is important because the faster your athlete is moving

when you press thejump button, the further he will travel

once airborne. Timing is also critical because jump distance is

measured only from beyond the foul line. Therefore, you'll

want to get your runner as close to the line as possible before

jumping. If you foul by crossing the line, you
'
II lose one of your

three chances to qualify,

The amount of time that the jump

button is held down once it is pressed is

important. The angle increases rapidly,

so be ready to release at 45 degrees.

With sufficient speed and a jump from

close to the line, the angle may be off by

as much as 5 degrees either way and .still

yieldaqualifyingjump.
w.hen

the hammer is at

the right spot for

a toss, it will tum
red for an instant.

On the 9th spin,

let 'er rip!"

JAVELIN THROW
The strategy for a successful Javelin

Throw is exactly the same as the Long

Jump. Get the runner moving as quickly

ss possible, and hit the jump/throw

button right before the line. For some

reason, many players end up wasting

one or two attempts by over-running the

line, lb avoid this, watch for the ten-

meter mark as you're running. When

you pass it, take only a few more strides

before hitting the button. It's better to

stop a little short of the line than to lose

a turn by fouling.

If you qualify on your first attempt, you should use your next

two turns to try for the 1 ,000 point bonus ,
Run up to the line in

exactly the same manner, but this time hold the button down

until the angle reads 80 degrees. This will send thejavelin

almost straight up off the screen, where it will hit the bonus

target.

nO-METER HURDLES
Since this event requires you tojump ten times while

running, many players like to use one hand to control the

running and the other to make the jumps. This works fine if

you can tap two fingers rapidly enough to get your runner to

top speed . But for most people, two hands are still quicker

than one.

The easiest, most accurate way to time your jumps is by

watching the meter marks, not the hurdles, that your runner

passes. For meters 10 through 70, the marks appear before the

hurdles, in the positions that you should jump from. Each time

your runner passes in front of a mark , use your fastest hand to

hit the jump button, then quickly resume running. After the
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Don '/ time your jumps by watching for the hurdles. Watch the meter marks. When you pass a mark, hit the jump button.

seventh hurdle, the numbers will start appearing Jifter the

hurdles, but by then you will have built up a rhythm that will

carry you through the rest of the race.

If you are used t(j playing against the computer, and then

take oil a human opponent, make sure you know which runner

you are controlling. It's embarra-ssing to think you've run a

great race, only to realize that it's your competitor who's won,

and your athlete is still walking into hurdles 40 meters back,

HAMMER THROW / HIGH JUMP
After you start your athlete spinning by tapping one of the

run buttons, count the revolutions. With each one, you will

hear the sound of the hammer cutting through the air. When
the hammer is at the proper point in the revolution to he

rplea,sed, it will turn red for an instant. The moment the

hammer turns red for the ninth time, let 'er rip! If you're

slightly early or late, you may end up wiping out a few

spectators, .so be careful. Just make sure that the angle is in

the 4r)-degree vicinity.

The final event is also a difficult test of timing rather than

speed. Once you get your man off and running, don't watch for

the high-jump bar. If you do, you may jump too early. Instead,

c(tunt tlie number of footsteps as he approaches the bar. On

number ten. go for it!

Since the angle is now controlled in the opposite manner

from the previous events, the quickest release will result in the

most vertical jump. This is exactly what you need to give your

runner the height needed to clear the bar. As he approaches

the apex of his jump, decrease the angle to move him out over

the bar. A few final light taps will straighten out his legs so his

feet won't get caught on the bar. Don't be overly c<)ncerned

with the exact angles involved. Focus all attention on the

athlete, and try to get a feel for the proper technique.

EAT YOUR WHEATIES!
Unfortunately, no matter how well you do, when you

successfully complete all six evenl^i, the game ends. By that

time, however, a rest might be just what the trainer ordered.

The tips in this article will get you off to a running start in

your race for the gold. H is up to each video athlete, however,

to train hard and eat his or her Wheaties.

MINIMUMPOTENTIAL: 65,000
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Strategy" for many aerial combat games can be reduced to

"Destroy enemy aircraft and installations while avoidinj^ your

own d&struction " —but Blue Max by Synapse Software requires

a lot more than the simple "shoot and scoot" techniques that

will get you through most video dogfights.

In addition to annihilating enemy biplanes, tanks, bridges,

factories and other strategic locations

while dodging anti-aircraft fire, you

must also master takeoffs. landings and

the fine art of strafing. In short, Blue

Max is a realistic war game that requires

total concentration as well as a quick

joystick.

STRATEGIES
Begin at the Option Menu by choosing

Gravity Off, Pilot or Reverse Control,

and the Beginner Level. The lack of

gravity will allow you to fly at a steady

altitude without constantly pulling back

at the joystick. Pilot or Reverse Control

means that you will have to pull back on

the stick to climb, and push foi-ward to

dive. Since most flight games work

similarly, it will probably be the way

you're most familiar with.

The first (and most important) aspect

of the game to master is the instrument

panel. Consisting of both a Control and a

Damage display, this .strip at the botlom

of the screen providers you with

information about everything from your

speed and altitude to the amount of fuel you have left.

The damage caused by enemy fire is randomly selected. After

all four damage indicators are lit, the next hit wilt destroy your

biplane. In addition, the background color of the control bar

changes to indicate specific fiight conditions. When the bar is

blue, the enemy biplane is at the same altitude and can be shot

down. An orange bar means you're in strafing range. Below an

altitude of 20 feet, the bar will fiash yellow to warn of an

impen<ling crash.

Once you've familiarized yourself with the instrument panel,

it's time to take to the skies. As you taxi down the runway,

watch the speedometer. When you hit 100 mph, pull back on

the stick. Bring 'er to about 2;} feet and start strafing the tanks

and other ground weapons.

Although you receive points for almost anything you shoot,

the important targets will be clearly marked. Bridges and

buildings bear Hashing blue Xs, while biplanes, boats, cai-sand

trucks will fiash blue. In order to advance to higher levels and,

ultimately, conduct a final assault on th?ee special targets in

the city, you must obliterate most of these marked targets.

Ifa
plane comes from

behind you, wait

until he passes

your plane, then

find the correct

altitude and blast

him out of the

sky."

fiying directly over enemy guns. Also, don't let the wind lift

you into the line of fire. Ifa"W" appears, pull up quickly.

One advantage to maintaining strafing altitude as much of

the time as possible is that most enemy planes also fiy in this

range. When the "V" appears, use the enemy location

indicator to help find the right altitude. If the plane is

approaching from the rear, wait until he

passes over or under your plane; then

find the proper altitude and blast away.

In order to bomb cars, b(fats, bridges,

buildings and other tempting targets,

position your plane slightly to the

bottom left of the target and push the

joystick shaiply forward while pressing

the button. The exact position will

depend on your altitude. Since bombing

results in a drop in altitude, pull up out

(if strafing range before you ti-y it.

Targets such as bridges n\ay be bombed

twice for extra points by first bombing

the left side from an altitude of 35-40

feel, and then (keeping your finger on

the button) sliding to the right and

<iuickly dropping another.

Bridges in the C-64 version can be

fiown under for a 280- point bonus.

Simply lower your plane to either four or

five feet over the water and "thread the

needle." If the "W" appeal's during such

an attempt, pull up to .safety.

When bombing moving vehicles on the

road.always try to bomb the road just ahead of the car or

truck. This way, you'll get an extra 10 points each time.

Although it's impo.ssible to strafe these land vehicles, boats can

be blown right out of the water by strafing along the river.

11) avoid getting shut up while having all this fun, keep

moving from side to side. Pay .special attention to the areas of

the sky that show the red puffs of anti-aircraft fire, and stay

clear. Remember, you've only got one biplane. Take care of it!

When about half nf your fuel is gone, you'll hear a bell signal

that you're approaching a friendly airstrip. If you've sustained

no damage this time up, you may choose not to land. Your

remaining fuel will always get you to the next airstrip, provided

yuu don't have a fuel leak. The advantage to passing up an

unnecessary landing is that it may help you reach the end of

yiiur mission sooner. Your final rank is partly determined by

the length of time it takes to complete the mission.

If you do choose to land, follow these steps: 1) When you

hear the bell, lower yom- landing gear by pressing the button

while pushing forward on the stick. 2) Lower your altitude to

strafing range. 3) Once you've cleared the last trees before the

As you strafe, stay as close l^o the river as possible without runway, bring your plane straight down so that the fuselage is
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It IS cou;h;i pi'i;,'i.'/e ;e i._d _ _.: ., _ -j'^te bombing run. Here's how you do it—Position your biplane all the

way to the left on the screen, at about 35-40 feet above the ground. Drop one bomb to take a chunk out of the bridge. Then,

leaving your finger on the fire button, slide your biplane slightly to the right. As soon as the first bomb hits the bridge, let go

of another one. This will take out another chunk of the same bridge

.

on the right edge of the runway and the right wing is on the

grass. This way, you won't get bombed by planes passing

overhead.

Just be sure to get the plane down early enough to have

plenty oftime togiiin thcrequired takeoff speed before the end

of the runway. If there are no trees at the foot of the runway,

don 't be afraid to roll onto the grass if you need the distance to

get the speed.

Following eath landing opportunity, you will begin at a new

level (provided you've destroyed at least three or four specially

marked target^s the la.st time up). While most levels are similar

to the first, one is of special importance. When you begin

flying over a road flanked by enemy airstrips and hangars,

you're getting close to your final destination and your

performance at this point will largely determine the outcome

of the game.

Although the buildings to the left of the road are worth more

points than those on the right, only buildings on the right will

be marked with Xs. Often, however, there won't even be many

of these. The real key to success on this level involves the

Hashing blue biplanes that zip across the sky. Therefore, stay

on the right at an altitude of about 50-00 feet, carefully dodge

enemy fire while bombing the marked buildings, and be ready

to wipe out any blue biplanes that have the misfortune of

invading your airspace.

If you're succe.ssful at this level, the rest is child's play.

Within a level or two, you will begin your approach to the city.

You ' 11 pa^ss over a heavily f()rtified field of tanks and then

you'll see the road. On each side, tall buildings line the street.

Ignore them. Get down to about 35 feet as you cruise down the

center of the street. Don't let the guns scare you, They're not

loo accurate. As you pass over the three white buildings in the

center of the street, waste each one with a carefully timed

bomb. When all three are in ruins, your mission is complete.

Return to your airstrip and, as the band plays Hail Britannia,

check out the instrument panel to see whether your rank is

Flying Tiger or Squadron Leader, or if you've earned the

illustrious title, BLUE MAX!

MINIMUM SCORE POTENTIAL: 5,000
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WEIRDTHINGS
TODOWITH

YOURCOMPUTER
Predict the weather! Tune your piano! Tail(tothedo!phins!

By Dan Gutman and Shay Addams

Tune a piano?!

A lot of people seem to think com-

puters are only good for playing com-

puter games and performing business

tasks with word processors and elec-

tronic spreadsheets. But do you really

write enough letters to justify spending

a thousand dollars or so for a computer

and printer? And how many of us will

ever use a spreadsheet in our entire

lives? How mahy even know what a

spreadsheet /s? So it appears that,

aside from playing gomes, computers

are pretty useless to most people.

Wrong—because a computer is a wizard at manipulating letters and numbers

with brain-numbing precision and speed. It can accomplish an infinite number of

tasks—some so strange and offbeat, you never would have imagined them.

Like tuning a piano. Each of the 88 keys on a piano corresponds to a different

frequency in the audio spectrum. When your piano goes out of tune, you've got

to call a professional piano tuner to fix it—unless you've got Fiano Tuner, a

$29.95 disk from the Atari Program Exchange. Piano Tuner uses the sound

capability of Atari computers to produce the proper 88 pitches so you can tune the

piono yourself.

The Atari Program Exchange is an organization that distributes strange and

wonderful software written by Atari computer owners. You can buy programs to

plot your astrological chart, correct the color on your TV set, figure out the

mileage on your car, learn Morse code or sign language, or map out all the

constellations in both hemispheres. Perhaps the weirdest program offered by

AFX is Bowler's Database, which keeps track of your bowling scores from week to

week. You can write to APX at: P.O. Box 3705, Santa Clara, CA 95055.

You don't have to own on Atari to do weird things with your computer. There

ore hundreds of small software companies out there making offbeat and useful

programs for just about every home computer. Here are some other unusual uses

that you may find interesting. .

.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JEAN TUTTLE

BEAT FOOTBALL ODDS
If the Patriots are favored by seven and

playing at home, how often do they beat

the spread? Pro Football Stats gives you

the tips. (Eastern for Apple, C-64)

PREDICT THE WEATHER
Measure temperature, humidity and

atmospheric pressure, and plot weather

trends. (Vaisala Inc, for VIC-20, C-64)

LEARN RUSSIAN

Help prevent World War III by communi-

cating with the Kremlin. (Russian

Software, for VIC-20)

BE A POET
Learn the fundamentals of poetic meter

with Introduction to Poetry. (Edu-ware,

for Apple)

SPEEDREADING
If you had Microspeedread, you'd be

finished with this article by now. (CBS,

forApple, IBM, C-64)

TALK WITH FISH

Dolphin Dialogue lets you create whistles

and trills associated with dolphin lan-

guage. (Syntauri Corp., forApple)
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MIX DRINKS

Hundreds of recipes for hooch hounds.

Compu-drink also includes "Intoxome-

ter." (Mariner Software, for Atari)

SELEQ YOUR CAREER
Type in your interests and find out what

job fits you best. (MMG Micro Software,

for Atari)

TAKE AN I.Q. TEST

1Q&4 is a 45-minute, 60-question exam
that calculates your intelligence quo-

tient. (SunSoft, for C-64)

STUDY THE BIBLE

The instructions for Biblv Trip read, "You

spaceship has been caught in a time warp

and you find yourself in Palestine..."

(Smoky Mountain Software, for C-64)

GET A WORKOUT
Design your own exercise program with

Aerobics. (Spinnaker, for Atari, C-M)

TRACK YOUR DIET

The Model Diet tells yon if you're fit. or a

pig. 2000 foods on file, including reindeer

meat. (Softsync, for C-64. Atari, Adam)

STUDY TAROT CARDS
Look into the future the mystical high-

tech way. (Warlock Software, for Apple)

STOP SMOKING
Or even start smoking. Expando-Vision

flashes any subliminal messages you want

on your screen. (Stimutech, for Atari,

VlC-20, C-64)

ANALYZE YOUR PERSONALITY
Measure compatibility, career potential,

values, etc. Find out if you're nuts. (Psy-

com Software, for C-64)

SEE A PSYCHIATRIST

Eliza listens to your problems and

responds like a real shrink. (Artificial

Intelligence Research, for Apple, IBM, C-

64)

LEARN TO PLAY GOLF
Tom Weiskopf tells you what to do in any

situation. (Home Computer Software, for

Apple, C-64, Atari, IBM)

LEARN TO TYPE

How else are you going to use your com-

puter? % Typing Tlitor III. (Simon &
Schuster, for IBM, Apple, C-64)

LEARN ABOUT PREGNANCY
Pleasantly Pregnant tells you fun factii

about your developing baby (Festive

Fare, for Apple. C-64)

HANDICAP DOG RACES

Pick the winners at the track and make a

bundle. (3G Company, for VIC-20, C-64,

Atari, Apple, TBS-80)

t^%
mm

TUNE YOUR GUITAR
Who cares if you can't play? At le^st

you're In tune. (Contemporary Computer

Concepts, for VlC-20)

LEARN TO TELL TIME

It's About Time teaches children to read

the standard clock face. (T.H. E.S.I. S.,

for Atari)

CHART BIORHYTHMS
Find out if you should get out of bed

tomorrow. (Matrix Software, for Apple)

TEST YOUR COMPATIBILITY

Friends Or Lovers will tell you if you and

your partner are a good match. (Alpine

Software, for Apple)

IMPROVE YOUR MEMORY
Build your powers of concentration and

attention span with Memory Builder.

(PDI, for Apple, Atari.)

This is only the beginning. There are

hundreds of other weird ways you can use

your computer. We'll be showing you

more of them in future issues of Computer

Games.
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. Stretch your mind and imagination and risk all . . . in the comfort of your living room.
Co[nnioduio has been ihe besi ganie The besi adverTiuies m lown are Your strategic decisions mean life or

in town in computers lor awhile at yours with the !NFOCOM ADVENTURE death to you

home, at school and work with our SERIES Our Zork Series takes you Deadline pits your wits against a

excilmg. easy to use. inexpensive VIC through the magic dungeons to find deadly murderer with time running out.

20 and C64 computers the Dungeon Makers secrets you'H Stretch your reasoning to the limit

Were fast becoming the best game struggle long and hard before you make Suspended brings you to life 500
m town wlien ii comes lo enierlamrneni it ll you niake if years into the future as the possible

lor Ihe whole family . and at afford- Starcross lets you travel through an savior of your planet Solve the riddles

able prices alien ship as it wanders thru Ihe galaxy and you'll be a winner and a hero!

Cm. commodore
^ COMPUTERS

fcFirst: In Qualify 5oft;ware
See your local dealer novu.

.
He's got the best game in tovun. . . just for you.



THIRD WAVE

Computer Game

BUYER'S Guide

moonShuhle d
Space shoot-outs will always hold a

special place in l,he hearts of computer

gamers. But for such a game to succeed

in 1984, it has to have something not

found in the hundreds of space games

that came before it. Classics like Space

Invaders, Galaxian, Guinea and Demon
Attiick thrilled us with hordes of niarch-

inf^, .swooping aliens. There's no point In

doing it again.

But the aliens are back in Mot>n Shut-

tle, a tired rehash of a tired Nichibutsu

arcade game. Once again we move side-

ways and shoot up at five waves of Aste-

n)ids, "Expandos," "Blob Men" and

other creatures. In Mmn Shuttle they're

very colorful and sometimes sprout light-

ning bolts when hit. Big deal.

Datasoft, for Atari

The Coveted Mirror B
Locked in the tower of evil King Voar's

castle, you'll have U* escape and locate

the missing piece of a magic mirror

that's the source of his power. But the

guard looks in regularly, and you have to

he there when he shows up— (tr Voar

u.ses the mirror to catch you and teleport

you back into Ihe cell. Kach scene of this

graphic adventure is colorfully depicted

iin the left two-thirds of the screen; an

hourgla-ss on the right side tells how
much time you have left before you mu.st

head back so the guard won 't know
you're missing.

Y(ni'll explore a .strange medieval town

whose inhabitanLs .speak in rhymes, and

have to solve not-to(»-taxing puzzles to

win their ctioperation. The most unusual

element of this game involves several

arcade-type games that are part of the

adventure. In one, you're a knight in a

jousting timrnament, and use the keys to

contnil your lance. The action games are

overly simple, but astefi in the right

direction— combining the best features

of shoot-'em-ups and adventure games.

Penguin, for Apple

Gateway TO APSHAi A
This latest sequel to Temple ofApshai

introduces sophisticated enhancements

that deliver smoother, more enjoyable

gameplay. Por one, it's on a cartridge;

you won't have to wait for the lengthy

program to load. For another, a joystick

is used to guide your adventurer through

the 128 dungeons that comprise the

maze. There are eight levels, with 16

dungeons on each one, and (id rooms to a

dungeon (that's 7,500 rooms!). Each

dungeon has a different floor plan, and

treasure is strewn from one end to the

other.

The .swordplay looks better here, and

all the animation is fancier than in pre-

ceeding.4/w/)H/ games. Function keys are

pressed to .select weapons, check your

status, search for traps and hidden

doors, and enter fight mode. A timer dis-

plays how much of your initial six and

(pne-half minutes are left. When time

runs out, you're automatically tele-

ported to the next deeper level—and

they get more tre acherous as you

descend. At lea.st you get five lives, and

you'll certainly need them in the non-

stop combat with snakes, ghouls and

other assorted nightmares.

Epyx, forA(.iin and C-O-i

BEACH-HEAD A +
Most shoot 'eni-ups require little more

than moron mentality and a quick thumb
to succeed. But fiench-Head may be the

first shooting war game in which you'll

need a calculatcir to hit 40,000 points.

That doesn't mean it's boring. The

game is five games in one. Each one is a

completely different contest, hut all of

them lead you (Chief Qjinmander of land

and .sea forces in the Pacific) to your

ultimate challenge—capture the fortress

of the maniacal dictator, Kuhn-Lin. This

is no Zaxxon. \Vs Apocalypse Now , and

your butt is on the line.

Your calculator comes into play at

sequence four— "Battle Stations." Dis-

tant battleships and cruisers are shelling
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your fleet. Your heavy guns fire long,

arching, incredibly realistic 3-D shots,

but you can overshoot or undershoot the

marl< easily. Since your shells go 100

meters longer with every ,5 degree gun

angle, you've got to figure out the per-

fect angle for your shots to hit the

targets. And all the while, those

splashes in the water are getting clcser

to you.

The action on land, sea and in air is

not fast, but it is precise. The graphics

are remarkable. It's almost like watch-

ing a John Wayne movie. One or two

players. Pause feature. High-score table.

You'll want to play "just one more

game." Buy it today.

Access, for Commodore 64

OIL'S WELL A
Fans oi Jawbreaker will love this

incredibly addicting eat-the-dots maze

game. The premise is that you are sitting

on the largest oil deposit in North

America, and you've got to get it out of

the ground before certain undesirables—

"oozies" and land mines—sabotage your

drilling equipment. Forget the premise.

It's ju.st like .lawbreaker except that a

thick line (the drilling equipment) trails

behind you wherever you go. So you can

get killed even if the oozies don 't touch

you— they just have to touch the line.

This changes your strategy drastically,

and makes for a fast, fun challenge.

Your drill bit is a Pa^-JWan-like figure.

You move hlra with the joystick and

retract the pipeline with your fire but-

ton. Occasionally goblets will roll by

worth 1,000 points. "Petromins" aren't

worth any points, but they slow down

the oozies. There are eight oil fields to

drill, butjust getting to the second one is

quite a job. This may not be the most

original maze game, but it is a fascinat-

ing challenge that will keep any fan of

fast-moving maze games entranced over

the long haul.

Sierra. On-line, for AUrimd €-64

PITSTOP B +
Now that we have Pole Position, who

needs another driving game? Well, this is

the most innovative driving contest since

Night Driver, It's simple—Instead of

crashing and miraculously getting a

shiny new car ai> in most of these games,

here you ' ve got to pull into the pits

every few laps to change tires and gas

up.

The race itself looks more like Coleco's

Thrho than the graphic excellence of

Pole Position. The cars are blocky and

you can't change gears. The real excite-

ment of Pitstop comes when your fuel is

running low and your tires need to be

repaired (they turn red). You pull ofT the

track and the screen is filled with your

car and crew . While the seconds tick

away, the other cars whiz by, their

engines roaring. You slide the cursor to

move your pit crew and get your car

back in the race. As in real racing, it's

those seconds in the pits that make the

difference between defeat and victory.

For fiat-out solo driving, Pole Position

takes the checkered flag. Because of its

novelty, Pitstop is fun mainly as a multi-

COMPUTER GAME OF THE MONTH
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ZOMBIES A +

Vividly colored :J-D mazes and dun-

geons make this a visual knockout, and

the animation and gameplay are also

top-notch. You must race through a dun-

geon's many rooms to find a crown, then

return to the entrance and enter another

of the seven different ones. Along the

way. ghouls, snakes and other creatures

chase you; contact with them eats away

at your hit points. When you're out of

hit points, that's it—you only have one

life. The creatures can't be killed, but

you can slow them down by dropping

crosses that they are unable to step over.

There are 74 rooms in all. Rivers run

through some, others are laced with

deep chasms. A lot of ladder-climbing is

necessary to get around. The "Realm of

Impossibility" dungeon is done with

Escher-like artwork that's mind-bending

Just to look at. TVvo players can be on-

screen simultaneously and must cooper-

ate for success. If one dies, the other can

revive him. Two difficulty levels are

available, and high scores can be saved

to disk . It's an unusual action game that

demands a certain amount of strategy,

and Zombie deserves a special award for

originality.

Bram, Inc.. for Atari and C-64
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player game—four can play at once. The

player with the be.st time wins the most

prize money. The game gives you the

option of three difficulty levels, three,

six, or nine lap races, and six different

(but very similar) tracks.

Epyx, for C-64 and Atari

EPIDEMIC D
I just nuked Russia. Didn't really want

to wipe out 259 million people, but the

game got so boring, It was either that or

fall into a deep sleep. The "nuke"

option is intended as a last resort to stop

the spread of deadly diseases that have

arrived on earth via asteroids. By

viewing a color-coded world map, you're

supposed to decide which of two types of

remedies to apply to infected countries,

then check a "regional update" screen

for the effects, current number of

casualties and other data.

Next a radar map shows more aste-

roids, so you can pick one to target

during the missile launching phase. The

strategy involves formulating a coordi-

nated plan for containing the infections

in their country of origin . At least it's an

original, if somewhat morbid, concept,

and someone out there Is bound to like it.

SSI, for Apple

absolutely the best computer basketball

game in existence. Of course, we can't

think of any others. Regardless, here is

what you can and cannot do in One on

One...

CAN: Be either Larry Bird or Julius

Erving. Play against your opponent or

the computer. Play until a certain time

limit or point total, Select Winners lake

Out or Losei-s Out. Jump, shoot, steal

the ball, travel with the bail, rebound,

foul, call time-out. You can go on a hot

streak, see instant replays, and even

shatter the backboard with a slam dunk.

CANNOT: Play full court. Have any

teammates. Dribble the ball (it's done

automatically). Aim your shots (once

you push the button, the ball just soars

toward the rim).

The game has subtleties not found in

other sports games. As the real Dr, J and

Bird have their strong points, so do these

characters. Dr, J is quicker and can hang

in the air longer. Bird Is more physically

intimidating and shoots better from the

outside. Both have their "pet shots" you

must learn to win.

There are two flaws. One, the Apple

hasjust one joystick, so one player has

to use the keyboard. TVvo, you are pow-

erless to control the path of your shots.

Still, it's a remarkable simulation, and

great fun

.

Electronic Arts, for Apple. AlsoavaUa-

blefor C-64 and Atari

One ON One a-
As you can see from the photo, this is

Infidel a
Graphics in an Infoconi adventure?

Yes, Virjynia, though they are limited to

simple depicti<)ns of wall panels covered

with Egyptian hieroglyphics. Decipher-

ing them is crucial to solving the many

riddles of the Lost Pyramid (after finding

it, of course), It's the first in the "Thles

of Adventure" series being written by

Michael (Suspended) Berlyn. In it, you

act out the role of a professional explorer

bent on looting the pyramid of its vast

treasures.

The pyramid is wall-to-wall with

death traps designed by the temple

priests to stop graverobbers like you

from reaching the Queen's final resting

place and her solid gold sarcophagus. As

you might expect, it's a tough game.

Expect to be wandering around inside

tiiis adventure longer than you might

have in previous Infocom games—but at

least you'll have some excellent prose

on-screen to read along the way. And the

hieroglyphics and sparse graphics add a

new dimension to the gameplay,

Infocom, for Apple, Atari, 0-64, IBM
PCjr and others

KEN USTON'S i

PROFESSIONAL BLACKJACK A
|

Want to learn some winning blaclyack |
strategies instead ofjust killing time at a o

computerized card game? Take a few les- 5

sons from Ken Uston, now barred from

playing 21 at casinos around the world

because of his successful card-counting

tet;hnique. His and several other systems

are programmed into the game, in which

up to seven people can play against the

dealer. Select one from the menu, and

the program tells you when you've made

an incorrect play or bet (accomplished

from the keyboard). The systems

included range from Basic Strategy to

Uston 's Advanced Point Count, or you

can enter your own.

You can play according to the current

rules of various casinos in Vegas, Reno or

Atlantic City—just pick one from

another menu. Or create a file with the

rules of casinos from as far away as

Baden Baden and Macao. This makes it

uniquely suited for practicing by the

same rules and conditions under which

you'll later play for keeps. Computer-

orchestrated drills for mastering the card

count and playing strategies are invalu-

able aids to Uston 's 48-page manual on

"the winninge5t system."

Intelligent Statement, for Apple, C-

04, IBM PC
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DROL A +

Dwl had me (lr< Idling— it's one of those

"Just one more round" kind of Raines

that is noteworthy for its remarkable

graphics and animation. Into the depths

of an ancient stone structure it sends

you, to save a family (and their pets)

from an evil witch doctor. Dozens of

brightly colored bea-sts assault you on

the way, with everything from venom-

spitting sea horses to flying tooth-

brushes .

Two characters must be saved in each

screen to advance to the next one; after

freeing Mom in the third one, you'll see

a TV-quality animated intermission.

Then it's back u> Square One. but things

are tougher— not just faster— the next

time around. On top of the superb looks

and excellent playabihty, Drol incor-

porates a few deftly executed humorous

touches. Kill the big bird and it turns

into a cooked turkey on a plate, which

keeps hopping down the hall.

Broderbund, for Apple, Atari, and C-

ULTIMA III A
Evil stalks the land ofSosaria once

again in this final (?) installment of Lord

British 's epic role-playing adventure. If

you haven't played the first two games

in the Ultima series, you can't fully

appreciate the distinct enhancements in

number three.

Characters are created in the-same

manner, by choosing from five races

(human, elf, etc.) and II types (fighter,

wizard, etc.). But here you can form an

exploring party of up to four characters.

When moving across the terrain, they

travel as one unit; in combat scenes,

each is individually represented and con-

trolled. Weapons and trea^sure may be

swapped back and forth among charac-

ters. DifTerenl music accompanies each

locale you visit, where the color graphics

remain as impressive as ever. The inte-

riors of dungeons and certain other loca-

tions are depicted with a 3-D effect

instead of fioor plan-style as in previous

games. These extra features make for

more complex, challenging gameplay, so

you can count on exploring the hidden

realms of this "reality" for months to

come.

Origin Systems, for Apple, Atari

GRUD5 IN SPACE B

(iruds are funny looking aliens who
can make or break your efforts to com-

plete this graphic adventure. It starts on

the bridge oi your ship in deep space,

where you pick up a distress signal and

rush to rescue a ship that's in trouble on

Pluto. First you have to go to Saturn for

the fuel the stranded crew needs. You

must figure out which butt(>ns to push on

the control panel in order to fly to

Saturn , then do the same to teleport to

the local colony, home of the Gruds.

There are cavers, roads and houses to

visit, and plenty of .strange beings to deal

with in your travels. Every scene is

quickly sketched in a cartoon-like style

that occasionally uses a bit of animation.

T\vo-word commands will suffice in most

cases, but longer commands are permit-

ted. If you like graphic adventures, this

is a good bet— it's not as difficult as

Blade of Blackpoole, but not so simple

you'll race through it too quickly.

Sirius, for Atari and Apple

THEBILESTOAD B +
Ilyou enjoy bucking off arms and legs

and like lopping off heatls with hatchets,

you'll love The lHlesUml . This25th-cen-

tury game, for some reason, puts you in

medieval armor and tosses ytni into a

liattle to the death with a similar com-

puterized "meatling" or another player.

The aerial view makes it look like two

lobster lails dan(-lng, but arms and legs

really lly off and bkKMi splatters. The

game is difficult to learn (nine keys con-

trol your meatling) but well worth the

effort.

Dalaniost. for Apple

BU' TRilHSiiCTIOH REPGPT

nMCOn«0NJT0C>'

HtT coir MW

tHTt» ACTrflH oEiiKie *

MILLIONAIRE A
Move over. Monopoly. Millionaire is a

wickedly original .stock market simula-

tion that will have you trading, borrow-

ing and making invostment.s until you

either make a million or lose y<)ur shirt.

The all-texl game is based on actual

market trends. You start out with

SIO,000 at week 14 in a 91-week Wall

Street session. There are Ih well-known

stocks on the board. Each week their

prices change and financial news is

flashed on the screen. You can do any-

thing you want with your money, and

you'll be busy for hours buying, selling

and learning about the stock market. For

adult-s and interested teenagers.

Biuecbip, for Apple, Atari, 6-64,

TRS-SO
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SCHOOL'S OUT!
THE LATEST IN EDUCATIONAL GAMING

ATARI MEETS
SESAME STREET

By Dr. Ray Dimetrosky

Atari is working with the

Children's Television Workshop

(who produce Sesame Street) on

educational programs for chil-

dren between three and seven.

lb play any of the games, you

must purchase a St;") "Kid's

Controller." The Kid's Control-

ler is large, so It can he expertly

used by young children. Each

game comes with a colorful key-

pad overlay that fits on the con-

troller. The overlay features at

least two raised circles, usually

with arrows printed on them.

The child must push the rai.sed

circles to move the screen

characters. Each game also

includes a multicolored manual

with a story.

Big Bird's Egg Catch

In Big Bird's Egg Catch you

control farmer Big Bird, who
must catch eggs in the basket on

his head. The child must push

the appropriate arrow on the

keypad to move Big Bird to the

right itr left until he is standing

underneath the correct chute.

There are ten levels of play, and

the demands of each game are

strikingly different. On level

one the only requirement of the

child is to press the correct but-

ton. In game two there are

three or four chutes, and in

game three the chutes are zig-

zagged. The first m^yor change

occurs in game four. Now, Big

Bird must be placed directly

underneath a chute, not an easy

task. (It requires more precise

eye-hand coordination.) In

games five and six, many of the

chutes cross each other, so the

child must distinguish the path

from distracting elements.

Games seven through ten fea-

ture twists such as invisible eggs

and disappearing chutes.

Big Bird's Egg Catch is a lop-

notch game because it combines

the fun of video games with

well-developed educational

objectives. The designers have

added extra twists that make

the games more enjoyable.

They include golden eggs that

are worth extra points and an

additional screen that shows

Big Bird counting the eggs you

have caught. Since the game.s

feature the Sesame Street

characters, children will feel

comfortable with the familiar

on-screen images. Egg Catch,

which features a great musical

soundtrack, is nonviolent, will

appeal to both boys and girls

and will challenge children

from a wide age range,

Cookie Monster Munch
Cookie Monster is standing at

the bottom of a maze. Beneath

him lies an empty cookie jar

that must be filled with cookies

that are scattered around the

maze. In games one, two and

three. Cookie Monster's mission

is straightforward. In games

four, five and six, the contests

are timed, while in games
seven, eight and nine, there is a

"Cookie Kid" who chases you,

trying to steal your cookies.

Game ten is a timed contest

with invisible mazes.

Of the three initial Children's

Computer Workshop games.

Sesame Street was never like this. Below, Atari's Cookie Monster

Munch, Alpha Beam With Ernie, ai\d Big Bird's Egg Catch combine

the fun of video games with education for children between three

and seven.

Cookie Monster Munch is the

most fun. The graphics are

delightful, the musical theme is

pleasant and there's a wonder-

ful intermission; after each

completed maze, you get a

close-up view of Cookie Monster

rolling his eyes and chomping

away on his cookies. This game

teaches children how to trace a

maze pattern (which helps to

improve eye-hand coordina-

tion), and how to follow direc-

tional arrows (which introduces

the child to print symbols).

Alpha Beam with Ernie

Alpha Beam with Ernie is the

most obviously educational

game of the three. You control a

saucer that hovers over a large

space ship. The large ship has

four openings with letters

printed under them. Above you,

a number of letters are floating

in the sky. You must fly your

saucer beneath the letters,

beam them into your saucer and

bring them to the appropriate

opening on the big ship.

Alpha Beam is an excellent

educational tool, mainly

because the 12 game variations

offer something for everyone.

In games one and two, all of the

same capital or small letters are

ased, so even young children

can play. In games three, four

and five, four different letters

appear, though they are pre-

sented in alphabetical order. (In

game five the child must also

match the correct small and

capital letters.) Games six,

seven and eight require the

child to play with a partner (one

child chooses a letter, while the

other child must match his/her

choice). The biggest surprise

appears in game ten: there are

five letters and they don't

match those in the ship! The

child must change the letter by

pushing the "beaming down"

button repeatedly and watching

the letters of the alphabet go by

until they reach the right one. If

this doesn't teach the alphabet,

what will?
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CONGO BONGO C-

You are a hunter on a three-screen

safari. The first part of your trip is a

climb up Jungle Mountain to reach

Congo Bongo, a giant gorilla. Next, you

trek across Jungle River by hopping on

hippos, lily pads and man-eating fish.

Finally, when you reach screen three,

it's your turn for revenge. You get to

light Congo with "play" fire,

The VGS version of this arcade game

is, for the most part, a disappointment.

The primary reason is the graphics

which, while colorful, are pretty awful.

Screen one is particularly poor. The

coconuts that Congo tosses at you are

translucent and at times it's difficult to

follow where they are going. Just when

you think you're about to be hit, they

pass right through you. If the soundtrack

ofthe original annoyed you, wait until

you hear this version. The same notes

keep playing, and playing, and playing.

The play action isn't much better.

Sega, for Atari VCS

r^'W^r
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dinosaurs which must be eliminated. But

one shot to these critters may not be

enough; a bla.st to a long snake results in

either one faster short snake or multiple

snakes. All the while, a bonus timer is

counting down, and the action is frantic.

One look at Slither and you'll realize

why it never achieved the arcade succe-ss

of Centipede or Millipede. There isn 't

enough variety in the creatures that

attack you, .so the game quickly becomes

boring. There are some neat special

effects here, like invisible snakes and

night and day scenes, but overall the

graphics are nothing to write home
about. When you hit a pterodactyl or

tyrannosaur, they immediately vanish

instead of displaying the points you have

just earned as in Centipede or Millipede.

The main thing Slither has going for it is

the great roller controller that's packed

with the game. It really improves your

ability to maneuver around the screen.

So Slither is acceptable, but let's hope

Coleco can come up with an outstanding

game to take full advantage of the roller

controller.

Coleco, for ColecoVision

Slither

The premise here is simple. You are

surrounded by slithering snakeS and

Campaign '84

Thi^y say anybody can grow up to

l)ecome President ofthe United States.

Now you can be President even if you're

not a grown-up. Campaign '84 lets you

travel across the country as a Republican

or a Democrat, shake hands, support

weird issues ("Lower Pet Rock unem-

ployment"), and finally, win the election

—i/you've picked up enough electoral

votes along the way A chorus of Hail 11)

The Chief is your reward.

On the plus side. Campaign '84

changes the conception of "video game."

You're not helping frogs across the street

here, you're in Ihemiddleof areali-stic

{but veiy strange) predicament. The

game is also very funny and educational

—you have to learn about the U.S.

political system and electoral vote totals

in order to win.

On the negative side, Campaign '84 is

somewhat slow, especially the hand-

shaking sequences. If you're looking for

Zaxxon, take your business elsewhere.

But if you're looking for an innovative

mind game, cast your vote for Campaign
'84.

Sunrise, for ColecoVision and Adam

RETURNOFTHEJEDI C +
The potential fur a game based on

Return of the Jedi was enormous. Unfor-

tunately, this program never catches the

excitement of the film . When the game

begins, you find yourself flying beneath

a large energy shield that protects the

Death Star. In your first battle, you

oppose the Imperial warriors. Once

you've destroyed a few of the enemy,

lioles begin to appear in the energy

shield. Now you wait for the outer layer

of the shield to disappear, and then dart

through the hole. Next, after a quick trip

through hyperspace, you come face to

face with the Death Star. You must fire

at the walls of the Death Star and

destroy it one piece at a time. Your major

obstacle now is the Death Ray which

moves around in the Death Star. If you

can avoid the Death Ray and destroy

enough pieces ofthe Death Star, you can

finally eliminate the energy core.
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Return of the Jedi is colorful, and

there's a great special- effects scene

when you travel through hyperspace.

But thanks to the sound effects, which

are the usual VCS explosions, and the

routine play action, you'll quickly feel

like you've seen all of this before. The

first scene is a little too easy, while the

Death Star battle is too repetitive to be

fun. As a result, you may end up more

frustrated than challenged.

Parker Brothers, for Atari VCS

BCs Quest FOR TIRES B+

If you like nothing better than to

watch hours of cartoons, then boy, does

Sierra On-Line have a game for yctu. In

Quest for Tires you also get to control

the action. You are Thor, and must res-

cue Cute Chick, who has been captured

by the dinosaur. You jump rocks and

holes to reach the petrified forest, Next,

duck under low tree limbs, come to the

river and jump on the turtles to cross.

Grab onto the Dooky Bird to travel over

the lava pit, gain speed and jump over

the cliff. Now, scamper past the volcano

(you'd better avoid those falling

boulders) until you reach another river.

If you manage to jump across the river,

then you reach the dinosaur.

Quest for Tires has excellent colorful

cartoon graphics and fitting sound

effects. There's real cartoon fun here.

When Thor falls down he gives a

shocked look, and in typical cartoon

style, stars appear over his fallen body.

There is one drawback to this game,

though. Just as in Cokco'n SmurfRescue

in Garganiei's Castle, teenagers and

adults may find the game to be repeti-

tive. You do more here than in the Smurf

game, but the play action is very similar.

Younger children will be delighted with

Quest for Tires, while adults will find it

to be a temporary amusement.

Sierra On-Line, for ColecoVision

i»!n 1.
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FRENZY B

Evil Otto and his gang of robot attack-

ers are after you again . This classic

arcade game has been translated suc-

cessfully to the ColecoVision. Now the

only questions is: how sick are you of

battling Otto and his friends?

The nice thing about Frenzy is that

you can learn all of the rules of the game

in about two minutes. As in Berzerk,

.Otto's previous romp through the mazes,

to be victorious you must have fast

refiexes and be able to quickly plan out

strategy. You can never really win. since

victory on one screen simply leads you

directly to another one. Don't expect to

find great graphics here—they're ade-

quate but nothing to brag about. If

you're one of those people who goes

searching in the back of the arcades for

an old Fremy orBerzer/c machine, then

this is the game you've been waiting for.

Others might question why they should

spend $25 for the same old thing, when
there are so many new and exciting

games out there.

Coleco, for ColecoVision

FRONTLINE D
You're in the Army now. As a foot .sol-

dier, your goal is to invade enemy terri-

tory and destroy their fort. You are

armed with a rifie and hand grenades. If

you make it to the end of the road, you

reach the brush. Now the enemy is bat-

tling you with tanks. So, jump inside an

abandoned tank and continue on your

journey. Your trek next takes you across

burning sands and over a river. Finally,

you must cross a dangerous obstacle

course, jump out of your tank and toss a

hand grenade at the enemy fort.. Sound

exciting? Well, it's not.

Even with numerous obstacles and a

scrolling path with decent graphics,

there's nothing of interest here. The

sound effects are all routine, and worst

of all, so is the play action. Young chil-

dren may enjoy Front Line, but ether

family members may quickly become

bored.

Coleco, for ColecoVision

TUNNEL Runner
Ever' wonder what it would be like to

be trapped in a maze'? You run from room

to room, frantically turning corners,

constantly increasing your speed as you

search for the key that will open one of

the escape doors. But what's up ahead?

You've run into one of the dastardly

mazeZot^. Instead of succeeding, you've

ended up as his dinner. But don't panic.

You still have another chance. Great,

you made it to the door. At last you're

home free, right? Nope, you're simply in

a more difficult maze!

Tlinnel Runner is a "RAM plus" con-

test, Thanks to expanded memory, there

are superior graphics an<i a second con-

test which features randomly generated

mazes. These characteristics help to

raise this game above the rest of the

pack. The mazes are very colorful, and

one push of the joystick button gives you

a view of all of the action. Thanks to the

randomly generated mazes, you can get

better at this game, but you'll never

completely master it, 'I\mnel Runner is

similar to Starpath's Escape From the

Mindinaster, but you don 't need a Super-

charger or ColecoVision to play it. But

this game isn't for everyone. If you're

more into games of strategy than shoot-

'em-ups, Thnnel Runner is for yo\i.

CBS. for Atari VCS
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SWAPSHOP
Do you have some old games or

equipment that you're tired of? Do
you want to sell them or trade them
for something else? The Swap Shop

is a free (no catches, no strings

attached, no ripoffs) service to our

readers.

Atari 400. SDfl, In oxcelleni I'diuiitiim.

warranty sriil in cffM'l. Accessiirics

include: 41(1 prngriim a'rorder. Slit)

(wirh iJASIC Laritiuajit' I'ariridKf); 2

Alarijfiysricks. SIO: paddle ntiilinllei-s.

$r) (needed r<jr Downhill Racer).

Games Tnr sale^ Downhill dm (:a.-;.st>ttf.

Slo; Canyon (.Uimbcr (rasselte). -'Slo;

ami Ontipede for Slil). AWri Referent'e

Manual, $5, BASK" I'mKiamniinK Man-

ual. Sri, Write Ui: Ryari I'litter, -VMi

80th. Lubbt>t:k, TX 79423.

I Fur S-^U'-. Vl('--2ll, V>f< Datasefte. and

¥ Alien carlrid^e. Liki' new. nuisl sell lur

i Sir,(l, CraiR Walker, 22 TlionKlili.' .St..

y Bevt'i-ly. MA 01915.

Alaii uwiierv! Fur Irade. not sale, are

these tarl^: Jungle Hun(. Dark

Cavern. Surround. E.T-, Raiders of

the Lnst Ark. Yar's Reven^je,

Defender, .Asleroid.'*. Spare
Invaders, .Star Raiders. Missile

Command. Airloek, Kneounter at ij-

5, Riddle of the Sphinx, Allanli.s,

Spiderman. 1 want new Klines Inr Ihe

2lill(), .Make nfli'i-s. M;ill SanlMirii. :1

(liclianl HlllCir.. ISedf.ird. NIUi:U(l2.

Atari 400/WH1/I2IM) computer owners!

I'll lr;i(le viiii my 41(1 casselte recorder

wiiti .Shamus and four other (a.-vsette

Rainf^' fur your Kill) i';i.s,se[li' recorder.

Also, I will trade my Donkey Kong for

NEXT WAVE
GOLDEN JOYSTICK AWARDS!

We honor the best computer, video and arcade games of the

last 12 months. Categories include: Arcade Adaptation,

Action, Adventure, Educational, Most Innovative and many

more.

THE BILLION POINT GAME!
The four minute mite and the 20-t'oot pole vault are kid

stuff compared with the first hilHon point game. Well, the

barrier hasjust been crossed, and here 's how it was done.

MUSIC ON YOUR MICRO!
Musical instrumeni'i may become obsolete—now we can use

our computer keyboards like piano keyboards. Find out

which musicprograms will do what.

ADVENTURE GAMES OF THE FUTURE
Step into our time machine for a look at the interactive

game-worlds you 'II be exploring later^this year—and a

thousandyears from now!

\otir Star Warrior and Rescue al

RiRel. VWite Id: Briau Benliez, 2:J Hur-

iiiu Drive, HuiitinRtiin Station. NY
I174(i,

Comjilete Fair<hild Channel F video

fiame sy-slem in</iiidinj! ITi cariridRes.

Iiesi offer accepted. Will sell [onsote

ami fjame carlridHi'h separately. Also

lia\e many new Atari 1W(\ carls for

>,;i!e. Lerine know what y<iu waiil aud

I'll f^ive you a price. Write to Rich

Howes, IHIB flK, KiKin. MN o-')!):i2.

for vale—Vir-20 with these (artridnes;

.Shamus. Protector. Choplirier. Ser-

pentine, Plight Simulator, Sargon

Chess, Raid on Ft. Knox, Pinball,

Draw Poker. Gold Fever, MLssion

Impussihle, Voodoo Castle, The

Connt and (iorf. The wlmle [lackanc for

S2011. Call IJoh al (:!12) (ili.VDfiSl

hctwecn lila.m- and :! p. in

Atari owners! Anyone sellinR Night

Drivers, Loek 'n' Chase. Pitfall.

Frogger, Endiiro, Super Breakout,

Breakout and Atlantis? I'll make vou

ail offi'r and I'm also celling Air/Sea

Battle and Human Cannunball. LiHik

new, used few tlme^. SH I'ach for these

carls Kenneth I'. Coles, 4-VM Wmid-

liridgi' Ave,. Roanoke. VA 24IU7.

Wanted: used ROM carls for VlC-'iO

Will pny 5:1*12 for any kind. Call or

mail name and SI h>r|)ostagc and park-

ing 111 mail carlridRe. Bruce
Washington, 211(1 (irith St. I4-.I.

Brooklyn, NY 11220.

I have an exira c-as-selle calde for the Tl

t|!t/4A cimiputer that I'll m'II for SIO.

Never liecn used, it's in Ihc orifiiiial

package. Rohyn Fiiikelstein, Mli Inde-

pejidejici- Drive. Fast Brunswick. N.I

lISHIii.

Aleil. Alert! All VIC-20 owners! Have

Jupiter Lander and Super Alien for

!i]^i apiece. Biii'k l'elkc> and -lercmy

Howe. I'llB ll:) i'ilH, Riiidoso, NM
SS:ur),

1 have a Immd-new Intellivisinn Kume

system to sell, with Star Strike and

Soccer. SI2o, For details, conlaci: Will

\ illiLMiso, ON 2:!5 Ciri'lc Dr.. Medina, 11.

Atari computer owners: For SIO. I will

send 't ranta.stic arcade-.style games on

hi^h-quality <iLsselte. All have heaiitifu!

graphics anil sound, and reiiuire IfiK

memory. Siilisfaction guaranteed. Send

SIO to' Kevin Van Norman, I'lIB 2IH,

Bade, MS:t!Jfi:!0.

Wanlr<l: Fantastic Voyage for Atari

VCS. Will nii^e fair trade, one or two

carts. If interested, write lo: Dale Ham-

mond, IdH.Shoi-elandKd,. Rocklaml, IL

Ollll.IWANTTinSCARTRIIHiK!

If you're inleresled in selling or swap-

|iing any Atari 52<HI cartridges, please

contacl inc. .lay Miller. Kte. I Box ^I'-IH,

Hei.skell,TN:!7754.

Atari lOO/soO owners with disk drives:

are you inten^sied in trading games"? I

will trade ciipied games on a one-for-

one luLsis. Mail a letter for more info.

Mark TVesnieky. !.-!24 Mosswoifd. ]r\'-

iiig, TX'5(Hil.'

Uanled: Atari's 2(iOO SUrship and

Data Age's Warploek. Airlock and

Enfounlerat 1/-5, I'll |)iiy top price for

these games! And will iiav S2''i-5:KI for

these .Starjialh Super<-harger games:

Sweat, Decathlon (iame. Sword of

Saros and Survival Run. And am
aulhiirized to (jffer top price for these

Activision g;imes: Dolphin, Keystone

KapersandSlarmaster. Forsale: Mai-

id''^ Football II (.^o). Bambino Boxing

(.Sl-'i). All liki' new. Write to: Octavio

Rivera. I'dB 1, Si. lieorge Station, Sta-

ter Island. NY Hi:i(ll.

For Sale! VIC 20, Omega Race and

Advenlurelandcatis. CoinMio(lr>rc tape

recorder. NK mi'inorv expander, Pipe.s

cart and Introduetion to BASIC, Part

II. All for only .-in-'). Write to Mike

-Sack, .">07d Harllaml llr , Flint. Ml

4S-"j(m. Or call :n:(-7:lfi-S122. (Also

have over 20 new VCS carts for sale;

write for list.)

After you tmy a new game, don't Ihmw
away llie box, sendil Iti me. Uiii I <|(in'l

offer any money. I'll accepl any games

from any game computer systems.

David Zepeda. 924 F. Winnie Way,

Aiacdia, CA SHIMIO.

Wanted: any C«ie(«Visi(in cartridges.

Will pay good price. DiiugPyne, M Nut-

meg La,, Madison, CT0li44:i.

Selling and trading (ime for one) VIC-20

programs. Dver TiOO in sloc-k! For mm-
plete price list.s. write lo Patrick Vit*.

2H20 Albin. San Antonio. TX 7H209.

If you would like to place a

free ad in the Swap Shop,

send your ad along with your

name and address to: Swap
Shop, Computer Games, 888

7th Ave., New York, NY
10106. We will print as many
ads as fit the page. We accept

no responsibility after an ad

is published.
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AMDwmAfuse
SCJiSamAYGAME!

SAVE $5.75

Pogo Joe wants you! We will randomly

select 20 of this issue's new subscribers and

send them one of Screenplay's great new

games. Subscribe today! You have just os

good a chance of winning as the next guy!

Offer void where prohibited by low. Gomes include

Pogo Joe, Dunzin, The Wylde, Kaiv, and Asylum.

Entries must he received by June 16th, etc. etc.

Send me rhe next six mutu of COMPUTER GiMES for only $11.95. Thar's less than

$2.00 a copy, insfeod of rhe $7.95 newsstand price. I save a total of $5.75

Nome.

please print

Address.

City -State. -Zip-

I ] My payment is enclosed (moke payoble to Carnegie Publtcations Corp.

)

Chorge my:
| ]VISA

[
jMosteKord

Attount I

Exp. Dole Interbonk #

Signoture

FofConadoodd$3, other foreign $5. Offer expires 2/i6/e5
Mail 10; Subscriptions, COMPUTER GAMES, 888 Seventh Ave. New M, H.I. 10106

M7I



Conversion Capsules
HIT GAMES IN NEW FORMATS

THE SANDS OF EGYPT
(Apple) This animated adventure

shows off brilliant hi-res graphics on a

unique split-screen display as you locate

and explore an ancient pyramid.

(Datasoft)

FLIGHT SIMUUTOR II

(Apple) All the controls of a real Piper

Cherokee are included in this authentic

simulation that includes a WWI aerial

combat game. This is the second-

generation version, which offers color,

over 70 airports and adjustable weather

conditions. Available soon for Atari and

C-64. (Sublogic)

GRIDRUNNER
(Atari) One of the fastest shoot-'em-

ups ever, but the graphics aren't as

sharp as on the C-64 original. Also, the

grid flashes on and off several times

when you start each round, which grows

irritating. (HES)

BAHLEZONE
(5200) TV) Battlezone's credit, it is not

the run of the mill shoot-out. The

graphics are good, and the concept is

interesting. But if you're not into this

type of game, you'll probably be bored.

(Atari)

PAC-MAN
(Apple) The game fills only half the

screen and the sound is downright

pathetic, but it's still the greatest game

of all time, and just as addicting as ever.

(Atarisoft)

DEFENDER
(Apple) It moves much slower than the

arcade game and home versions. You

can't respond quickly. It sounds like

someone gargling. Still, it's better than

most action Apple games. (Atarisoft)

CONGO BONGO
(AUri , 5200, C-64) Sound, graphics

and play value add up to perhaps the

worst game we've ever seen. It's

cari;ridges like this that give video games

Q'BERT
(C-64) Spectacular. Except for the lack

of Q*Ben's "speech," this cart almost

totally duplicates the arcade game. An
absolutely terrific translation. (Parker)

BANDITS
(VIC) Surprisingly, this bottom-moving

shoot-'em-up looks and sounds as good

as the Atari original. Not as tough on the

first three waves, but plenty of fun.

(Sirius)

Final Orbit
(VIC) Visually, this first person shoot-

'em-up is as good as ever. And you get

Bumper Bash, a pinball game, on the

same cart. (Sirius)

Star Trek
(C-64) Much more graphically detailed

than the VCS version. Gameplay is

similar, and it's excellent. (Sega)

PINBALL CONSTRUaiON SET

(C-64) This enhanced version offers a

wider range of colors and more control

over how you apply them to your

creations, via the multi-color mode of

the 64. (Electronic Arts)

ARCHON
(C-64, Apple) Both are excellent

translations of a combination strategy

and action scenario that's one of the few

to put two players on-screen

simultaneously to fight it out.

(Electronic Arts)

M.U.L.E.
(C-64) An intriguing and satisfying

board-strategy game that's like

Monopoly on another planet, but better.

(Electronic Arts)

WORMS
(C-64) Program worms on your

computer? 'ies, it's a strange game that

you ought to play before you buy

(Electronic Arts)

Hard Hat Mack
(Atari, C-64) A variety of well-animated

graphics make this one of the best

ladder games around. (Electronic Arts)
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fROGGER (Atari computer)

STARTRiKiVCS) STAR TREK (C-64}

AXIS ASSASSIN
(Atari,C-64) Here's a shoot- 'em-up

that's a lot like 'Psmpest. It's you versus

the spider on 100 different webs.

(Electronic Arts)

SHAMUS
(TI 99/4A) The original (Atari) Shamus

won our Golden Joystick award as best

computer game of last year. It's a fast-

paced shoot- 'em-up-in-a-maze, and this

one looks OK, even though it isn't quite

as challenging. (Atarisoft)

PAC-MAN
(TI 99/4A) Better graphics than the

Apple version. Everything moves very

slowly, and when you speed it all up, the

ghosts only stay blue for a second or two.

Horizontal screen. Looks better than it

plays, but sound effects are better

than the Apple version . (Atarisoft)

DONKEY KONG
(TI 99/4A) Excellent translation of the

classic climbing game. Mario moves a bit

swifter than in the Coleco version, and

climbs the ladders easier Four screens.

(Atarisoft)

POPEYE
(TI 99/4A) The graphics are a bit

blockier than the ColecoVision and Atari

computer version, but better than the

VCS. The play action is all here, and it's

great fun. (Parker)

PITSTDP
(ColecoVision) Just as good as the

Commodore 64/Atari version, and even

better with the driving module. Action

in the pits is a little easier. (Epyx)

FROGGER
(VIC, C-64,ColecoVision) Crude

graphics—the frog looks like a spider—

and crippled sound effects make this a

real loser for VIC owners. But the Coleco

version's wonderful, and the C-64

translation superlative. Even so, it's an

incredibly boring game—why are people

still buying it? (Parker)

KABOOM
(5200) Even a simple concept can

provide hours of fun. This adaptation for

the 5200 is as much fun as the original,

but don't expect anything novel here.

(Activision)

BUCK ROGERS
(5200) If you're into space shoot-outs

with round after round of attackers,

then this one's for you. The graphics and

sound effects are nothing to write home

about. This one looks more like a VCS

game. (Sega)

POPEYE
(5200) The graphics and sound effects

are far superior to those of the VCS, but

still not up to the level of the arcade

classic. Most important though, the play

action is outstanding. (Parker Brothers)

MINER 2049ER VOLUME II

(2600) An excellent continuation of

the Bounty Bob saga. Here are three

more screens taken from the original

computer program with all of the

excitement and charm of it's

predecessor. (Tigervision)
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ONE ON ONE

STAR LEAGUE BASEBALL
(Gamestar, forAtari)

COMPUTER BASEBALL
(SSI, forAtari)

.iJMaffn«tiiiBa«:i

The principle interaction in any baseball game occurs between the pitcher and the batter,

and such is the basis for Star League Baseball. As in real life , the pitcher has more options

.

The batter has but three choices - bunt, hold or swing. The pitcher, meanwhile, has eight

different tosses in his arsenal. Well, in theory he does. In execution, though, I was hard

pressed to find the difference between, say, a medium and a slow screwball. Even so, it's a

realistic mix; and you can choose from three pitchers, each with his own specialties.

Both batting and pitching commands

areentered via the joystick, agtwd

choice of control for some reasons , a

poor selection for others. In a two-player

situation both the offense and the

defense can make their moves covertly.

If control was governed by the keyboard,

the batter would almost always know

which pitch to expect. But since most

Atari-compatible joysticks are finicky

about recognizing diagonals, the pitcher

may find himself more often than not at

the mercy of his joystick. Thus, an

intended slider becomes a fastball or,

worse yet, an intentional ball.

Fielding and running are also governed

by the joystick and, like pitching and

batting, tend to be unexacting exercises.

Base-running is the least authentic

aspect. Only the lead runner is under the

player's direct control at any one

moment. TVailing runners will move only

if forced. If the lead runner scores or is

tagged out, control automatically shifts

to tlie next lead runner.

Only the player nearest the hit ball's

path is eligible to field the ball. The

activated fielder can be moved in any of

the eight joystick directions. But due to

the game's bent graphic perspective. It is

difficult to judge the trajectory of a fly

ball. The shadow it throws on the

ground helps, though.

Throwing is the most sensible

procedure in this game. You have but

four choices—home, first, second or

third. The corresponding positions on

the joystick are set up in the same

pattern as they are on the screen.

Star League Baseball has

oversimplified many aspects of real

baseball in order to allow you to

participate. Computer Baseball has

turned the game into a very

sophisticated experiment in probability

and statistics. In this simulation you're

more of a manager than a player.

There really isn't much to do here-

just analyze, analyze some more and

wonder "What if?" Defensively, you can

shift infield and outfield positions,

pressure base runners and juggle your

pitching staff. When at bat you have

three options— hit, hit and run, or bunt.

Base runners can be coached to lead or

hold, and pinch hitters and runners can

be brought in.

While physical participation is near

nil, your managerial abilities will be

tested to the full. Everything that

happens here is governed by the laws of

probability and statistics. Your input has

a direct, though coldly mathematical,

effect on the game's outcome.

TVenty-six major-league teams,

opponents in 13 of the classic World

Series encounters, are provided on the

game disk. A disk containing all the

major-league teams from the most recent

season is available by mail from SSI. The

supplied match-ups are a baseball

fanatic's dream—the 1912 series (Boston

vs. New York) and the 1969 Mets-Orioles

encounter to name a few. lb satisfy your

wildest curiosities, team data can be

examined and altered. Another option

allows you to enter the status of any

team, past, present or purely concocted.

Computer Baseball is recommended for

th J true fan—the nut who could tell you

not only Babe Ruth's batting average for

any given year, but his shoe size,

birthday and favorite flavor of ice cream

as well. Action-oriented players who
would rather be a Pete Rose than an Earl

Weaver will definitely prefer Star League

Baseball.
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ONE ON ONE

TEUNGARD
(Avalon Hill, forApple, Atari, C-64)

nmPU OFAPSHAI
(Epyx, forApple, Atari, C-64)
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Both of these games are a lot like life. You start out weak, you fight, you win and lose.

With the passage of time you become stronger, smarter and better able to deal with what
lies ahead. Rarely is there an obvious purpose for your journey other than adventuring for

its own sake. The attraction here is not the triumph, but the struggle.

If Vince Lombardi were alive today, he probably wouldn't be playing games like

Telengard and Temple ofApsbai. Winning was everything to Vince , and winning has little or

nothing to do with what goes on here,

The idea in both games is simply to do

your best and hope that by quest's end,

you have a few bucks in the bank to

show for your efforts.

These bucks come in the form of

treasures—jewels, swords and other

magical artifacts. Some of these

trea.sure.s, particularly those in Apshai.

are things only your grandmother could

love. 1 mean, c'mon—silver candelabras

and trays?

Anyway, step one in both contests is

the creation of a character, your alter

ego for the quest. This proces,s of birth is

a simple affair. Just answer the prompts

as tliey appear. The computer will

display a listing of six character

attributes and a number alongside each

within the range of three to IS. An

example— if in T^lengnni a value of 15 is

assigned to the character attribute called

Dexterity, he will be more .succes.sful at

eva.sion (i.e. , running away from an

undesirable encounter) than a character

with, say, adexterity rating of 12. All

attribute values are randondy

determined. In both games these

assigned figures will serve as your

strategic guidelines.

Both games are played in "real time"

—that is, you are not afforded the luxury

of dwelling over your next move as you

are in a game of chess. In T^len^urd you

are given a scant five seconds to act

when called upon to do so. Hesitate and

the computer will decide for you. In

Apshiii quickness counts, too, but you

and only you can spur your adventurer

into action. Beginners, then, might find

Apshni a bit more forgiving.

In both contests, movement and

combat account for most of the action

.

Basically, all you do is tromp from room

to room and fight whatever beast (or

hea.st.s) you find between yourself and

the treasure. The weapons are

traditional—swords and bows—and the

tactics, to the point. In Telengard you

are further equipped with a library of

spells that, when cast, have varying

effects on the 20 different types of

monsters you'll face in this dungeon.

Once a battle option is selected, your

character is committed, and control of

him is temporarily relinquished. At this

point the computer takes over and

conducts the battle. The outcome,

largely based on the relative strength of

the monster and your own attribute

values, is then flashed on the screen.

Both games can be played for

indefinite periods of time, but of the

two, Apshai is the one you could

forseeably complete. The temple consists

of four levels, each containing between

55 and 60 rooms. Telengard, on the

other hand, is somewhat of a bottomless

pit. No definite end point is documented

in the instruction booklet. Apshai, I

believe, could very well have been

programmed to offer more levels. Wisely,

though, they opted for a finite number of

rooms, all of which are different.

[Apshai can be expanded with The Curse

ofRa and Upper Reaches ofApshai.) In

the more advanced levels of Thiengrad,

the scenery begins to look familiar.

Apshai and Telengard are near equals.

If long-term playabilily is your chief

concern, either game will do. Sound

plays almost no rule in Thlengard, while

Apshai'^ full of creaking doors, wailing

monsters, footsteps and slashing swords.

If you like your games with better

graphics, then go for Apshai.

By Michael Blanchet
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE
NEWAPPLiCATlONS FOR HOME COMPUTERS

TAKE YOUR
COMPUTER TO
MCDONALD'S

By Shay Addams

Stuff your face the higb-tecit way.

Fast-Food Microguide

Nothing's as American as fa.st

food—but is it good for you?

This all-text program takes you

tt> MacDonald's, T^co Bell or

any of eight other fast-food

chains and then shows you the

current menu. Eat all you want

at a particular place by typing in

the numbers of the chosen

items, then read an instanta-

neous breakdown of the meal's

nutritional value. Factors con-

sidered include the amount of

calories, protein, calcium,

sodium, and vitamins A, B and

C. (The nutritional data comes

from independent laboratory

analysis.) It displays the per-

centage of calories that came

from fat, and reminds you that

it shouldn't exceed 30%

.

You'll also learn how much of

the Recommended Dietary

Allowance of each element is

provided; meals are rated

'good" if they furnish at least

25% of the RDA for vitamins.

Even more helpful is advice on

which food .sources can provide

vitamins that are missing in a

deficient meal. Data of the disk

will be periodically updated by

the manufacturer to reflect

menu changes. Not recom-

mended for dietary or medical

purposes, Fast Food is still a

good way to make up your mind

which kind of junk food to eat

for dinner, From the Learning

Seed, 21250 N. Andover, Kil-

deer, IL 60047.

The Learning Seed, for Apple

Atariwriter

Atari 's gone out of their way

to make word processing as easy

as possible. Entering and edit-

ing text is done on a "live"

screen (you don't have to

change modes to insert or add

text). The only minor flaw here

is that you can't strikeover

words: they must be deleted and

the new text added, Two-stroke

commands control cursor movc-

ment, Search/Search and
Replace, Begin Paragraph and

other often-used commands.

Standard block manipulations

such as Move, Duplicate and

Delete are conveniently imple-

mented, and it's easy to mark

off the blocks with Control-Xs.

Format commands can be

embedded throughout a file,

and you may save files to disk

or cassette. AtariWriter is set up

to work with four Atari

printers, and others may be

used with the proper inferface

or driver. With a dot matrix

machine, you can mix and

match from three print styles,

including condensed and pro-

portional. You can also print to

screen for a preview. Atari-

writer will also display a list of

all the files on a disk. Chain-

filing allows you to print docu-

ments too long to fit into RAM
as a single file. In addition to

centering, super/subscripts,

headers, footers and auto-page

numbering, AtariWriter has

two unusual features: double-

column printing and source

code capability (for writing pro-

grams).

It's an excellent word proces-

sor that can meet the needs of

most school and home users,

and the thorough and concise

documentation makes It good

for first-timers. Best of all, it's

on a cartridge, so you don't

have to wait for it to load .

Atari, for all Atari computers

3G Horse Race

Handicapper
Now you may be able to make

enough money at the track to

pay for your next few games—

maybe. First you have to study

the Daily Racing Form, picking

out various factors on each

horse in the race you're consid-

ering betting on. (It can have no

more than 14 entries.) They

include things such as how
recently each horse raced and if

they finished in the money

(first, .second or third). Factors

like these are considered vital

by most handicapping systems.

Then you type in the informa-

tion, and in less than ten sec-

onds you'll see a list of all the

horses and the odds against

each winning the race. Of

course, your application of

these projections is the key to

winning or losing. The docu-

mentation offers some useful

tips, basically advising that you

don't bet a horse to win unless

the track is paying better odds

on a particular horse than the

program's predicted odds

against the same nag ftnishiog

first . This could make money

in the long run, but you've got

to do an awful lot of homework

with the Racing Form.

:iO Software, for Atari,

Apple, C-64, VIC-20 and TRS-

80

Preparing for the SAT
This program won't take the

Scholastic Aptitude Test for

you, but it will help you prepare

for that dreaded "rite of pas-

sage" required of all college-

bound high-school seniors. It

consists of five disks dedicated

to practice drills on sections of

the SAT; these include Vocabu-

lary Builder 1 and 2, Analogies,

Number Series and Comparative

Analysis. A sixth disk deals

with test-taking in general.

After completing the 4Q-odd

questions in each drill, you'll

learn the percentage of right

and wrong answers.

Beyond practice sessions, the

program teaches specific strate-

gies for attaining high scores on

the SAT, things such as time

management and organized

reading. An introductory audio

cassette explains how to get the

most out of the system, and two

thorough manuals make this a

comprehensive and effective

learning tool for anyone who
wants to ensure their chances,

Program Design, Inc, for

Apple

64 COMPUTER GAMES



PICK DESCBIPTIOH

EII6INE HISFIRCS

POOR PICKUP

ROUGH IDLE

HESITATES OM ACCELERATION

CAR STALLS
PROBLEHS W1EM tCT

CAR BACKFIRES

ElfTER HUtSER>?

, eompletelY menv-driven, antisome

sections hatun hi-ns graphics

.

:.fjt^<f >^

The eel-type animation of Dragon 's lair is used in Moviemaker.

Moviemaker
Most "art" software draws

the line at producing animated

cartoons—but not Moviemaker.

This program actually makes

the process easy (once you\e
mastered the 88-page manual).

First you use the joystick to

draw people, cars and various

objects. Then color them in,

add a background and press a

few keys to see the characters

come to life.

Real-time eel-type animation,

the kind employed by Don Bluth

in Dragon's Lair, allows you to

produce "movies" of up to 300

frames in length (about one and

a half minutes). Four sound-

tracks enable you to blend in

musical notes and sound effects

included on the program disk.

Titles and text (for credits!)

may be added to your movies,

too. Atari, CBS Software and

other game companies use

Moviemaker as a "productivity

tool" for previewing game
designs, but you may find to

morefun to play with.

Reston Publishing, for Atari,

Apple, IBM PC and C'64

Computer Mechanic

Tell Mr. Goodwrench to go

tighten a few lug nuts—now you

can diagnose your auto's ills

with the troubleshooting facili-

ties of "Mr, Good-disk." This is

initiated by answering the first

question : will the car start, or is

it running roughly? Then a

menu of symptoms is displayed,

from which you select the one

that's most appropriate. A

series of questions will be

asked, and your replies deter-

mine the advice offered by the

program. Another section tells

how to do the repairs yourself.

You can aLso keep records (on

disk or cassette) on up to 100

vehicles, and you can update

information on the latest brake

jobs, tire rotation, oil changes

and other items. The "when to

check" section tells you how
often to do so, and simple,

color-coded graphics illustrate

the "how to check" part of the

program. The only drawback is

that you must consult the

"when to check" section, then

retrieve a file to find out if that

car needs servicing. Computer

Mechanic would be much more

effective If it allowed you to key

in today's date, then compared

it with the data on fde and auto-

matically informed you which

areas are due for maintenance

or check-ups. EX'en so, it's a

practical home program that

will benefit most car and com-

puter users.

Softsync, for Adam, C-64and

Timex2068

Super-Text Professional

This easy-to-use word proces-

sor offers an 80-column display

without expensive hardware,

and that's but one of its many
advanced features. You also get

on-screen formatting, so cen-

tered lines and other special

effects show up on the monitor

exactly as they will on paper.

Three modes of operation are

available: Add, for inserting or

creating text; Change, for writ-

ing over existing words; and

Cursor, for moving quickly

around a document and for

handling block operations like

"Find and Replace." In cursor

mode, you can flip pages

forwards or backwards by

pressing a single key. Four

"Help" screens make mastering

the fine points less frustrating

than with some word processors

offering similarly sophisticated

features.

A single key can be redefined

to represent and automatically

type in any phrase (no more

than 30 characters) you often

repeat in your work. When the

directory is consulted, you may
load or save a file by entering

the number beside its name
instead of typing in the entire

name. The remarkable Split-

Screen option is accessed by

pressing one key, and Super-

Thxt will r^idly count every

occurence of a specific word or

the number of words in the

entire document.

"But will it work with my
printer?" is the universal ques-

tion. You should have no prob-

lems there, because nine user-

definable control keys can be

harnessed to make your printer

do underiining, shadow print-

ing or anything else it's already

capable of doing. The documen-

tation in the 120-page manual is

explicit, and an illustrated ref-

erence card comes in handy.

This disk-based word processor

is one of the best ever.

Muse Software, for Apple and

C-64
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LIumpon
10monsters,

64screensand
$10,000R]

withFi^Joe.
A Mutated Wonderwhisk whisks bv. ^^^^ Keeo bouncineJoe to oricinalby.

The SpinningTop almost topples him!

Close. But Pogojoe
bounces back.Bouncing
from cylinder to cylin-

der, screen to screen.

Keep bouncingJoe to original

music on realistic 3-dimensional

cylinders. All the characters in
this rollicking

game are

also 3-dimensional and
Pogo Joe racks up point fully animated.The

after point. graphics almostjump
You guide him from off the screen, leaving

cylinder to cylinder, changing the color on the arcades behind.

top of each.Change the top ofeach cylinder

on a screen,then you're

on to the next.

The more screens

you complete, the

nastier the monsters
you face, and the faster

they attack.

Press the fire

button!Jump two cylin-

ders to safety.Hop into

a transport tube,and
then whoosh! Pogo Joe
appears across the

screen. Jump on an
escaping monster. Blam! Ifs gone in a flash!

Only to reappear out of thin air

Whafs ahead with Pogojoe^x^ $10,000.

Simply tell us what magic word appears

after Pogojoe*s tenth

screen. If your name
is drawn from

among the correct

answers you'll win
$10,000!

No purchase is

necessary. You'll

find entry forms at

any store that sells Screenplay"" games.
But if you don't win you can't lose. Pogo

Joe"' is so much fun you'lljump
for joj-^ no matter what *^*^'°^

screenplay^ ^'

Vi ICtJ [IXIIIII

Box 355S. Chapel Hill, NC27514 S0(}-334-5470

Pogojoe in 48-64K on the Atari and Commodore 64. Seeyour local software dealer.



GRADUATE
TO SUNRISE SOFTWARE

AND BECOME . . .

A PRESIDENT! AN ENTREPRFf^FflRt AN ARCHFOlOGISTf

COLECOVISION-'AOAM-

QUEST FOR
QUINTANA ROO~

k

CAMPAIGN '84' GUST BUSTER
Combine skill and knowledge
with your campaign strategy.

Select platform issues, raise

Junds, avoid bad press. Travel

from state to state increasing
your popularity. Just maybe,
come election day, you'll have
enough eiectoral voles to hear
"Hail To The Chief.

Available tor Colecovision'"*,

Adam'", Commodore 64'", and
Atatt* home computers.

A MAESTRO!

Navigate through videogames'
most exciting Amusement Park.

by inflating and deflating your
balloons. Different altitudes
brrng changes in wind
gusts and direction. Avoid
animals, fountains, airplanes,
fireworks and other obstacles
while attempting landing in

crowds to sell your balloons.

Available for Colecovision^",
Adam^", and Commodore 64^*^

home computers.

A SPELUNKER!

QUEST FOR
QUINTANA ROO

"

Help Yucatan Sam explore
dozens of terror-filled chambers
that create The Mystical Temple
of the Mayan God Quintana Roo.
Supplies are limited, so use
them with caution. Time in the
temple is a matter of life or

death, but risk is part of solving
this Mayan Mystery,

Available tor Colecovision^,
Adam^", and Commodore
home computers.

/^SUNRISE
i

ROLLOV€RTURe " mouniaiii King
Scurry madly about the
orchestra, directing notes to
their proper order. Climb ladders,
throw levers, reverse the
conveyor bell. Incorrect
placements will increase
difficulty but proper placement
rewards you with a classical
overture.

Available tor Colecovision^",
Adam''", and Commodore 64'"

home computers.

Welcome to the land down
under, where eerie melodies
provide challenging hints to test

your exploration skills. Armed
with a flashlight and raw
courage, you must use all your
senses and abilities to locate the
flame spirit, enter the tomb, and
escape with the crown.

Available for Colecovision"*, and ^

Adam^" home computers.

i^^SUNRISE
S()Fr\\/\RE INC:.

2829 W. Northwest Hwy. • Suite 904 • Dallas, Texas 75220
(214) 352-3999 Telex 294339 SUNS UR

CoiecDviS'on ano flOam a'e regislered irademaihs o' Coieco industries, inc Aiari is a

legisteret) Itademark ot Alan Inc Commodore W is a retjislered fademaik ol Commodore
Business Machines inc Mountain King' is a Irademark ot E F D reye r Co Ire "Gust

Busier Rolloverlure 'Campaign '84' and OuesI For Ouintana Roo are legislereJ

IrademarKs ol Sunrise So'lware. Inc Programmed by VSS Inc o( Dallas. TX.



Commodore Software-
The Best Game inTown

. . .Take on the world, toughen up your trigger finger and fire away. .

.

Commodore is the best computer
value in town. ..at home, al school

and at work... with our exciting,

easy to use. inexpensive VIC 20 and
C64 computers.

We're fast becoming the best game
in town when it comes to entertainment

for the whole family .and al alford-

able prices.

THE BEST ARCADE IN TOWN
can be in your own home wilh our

exciting, faithful reproduclions of the

best of Bally Midway arcade games.
Our Kickman, [which just received

a coveted "Electronic Games"
award for an arcade translation)

lets you steer the unicycie to catch

Ihe falling objects, as they fall quicker

andquicker'i

Gorf, Lazanan, and Omega Race
give you the best in classic space
action against the one-eyed leviathon,

the droids or the evil Empire.

In The Wizard of Wor you attempt

to defeat the Wizard and the Warriors,

fighting your way through to the end.

With the new Commodore "MAGIC
VOICE". . . It talks back to you tooM
You commandeer the fleet at sea with

our version of Seawolf, and become the

master tactician as you battle "it out"

with enemy fleet

Clowns and Blueprint round out

our arcade entertainment package to

keep your fingers nimble and your

mind in gear.

C:commodore^ COMPUTERS
First In Quality Software

See your local dealer' now. - . He s got t^hebest game in town., .lustforyou.


